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INTRODUCTION
It has been estimated that batch manufacturing is the
most common form of manufacturing in the United States,
constituting about half of the total manufacturing activity.
Thus, there is a growing need to make batch manufacturing
more efficient and productive. There is also an increasing
trend towards achieving higher integration in the design and
manufacturing functions of a firm [Groover 1987].
One of the approaches used to achieve the above
objectives is Group Technology(GT). Group Technology is an
important manufacturing philosophy which capitalizes on the
similarity of design and manufacturing attributes of parts
[Rajamani et.al 1990]. A specific application of GT is in
Cellular Manufacturing(CM) Systems. CM focuses on grouping
parts that have similar processing requirements into part
families and machines that meet these requirements into
machine cells [Logendran 1991]. Each of these groups of
parts and machines are subsequently assigned to what is
called a manufacturing cell. For example, a plant that
produces 10,000 different parts may be able to group the
vast majority of these parts into 50 or 60 distinct
families. Each family would possess similar design and
manufacturing characteristics. Hence, the processing of each2
member of a given family would be similar, resulting in
manufacturing efficiencies.
The purpose of forming machine cells is to obtain a set
of mutually independent manufacturing cells. In practice,
however, some parts need to visit a machine in a cell other
than the one to which the part is assigned in order to
complete all of its processing requirements. Such a part is
called a bottleneck part and the machine that processes this
part is called a bottleneck machine. This leads to
intercellular moves (movement of parts between two cells)
and is a major contributor to material handling costs
incurred in a plant. Intercellular moves can be eliminated
by either duplicating bottleneck machines [Seifoddini 1989]
or subcontracting bottleneck parts [Vannelli and Kumar
1986].
The primary benefits attained by the use of CM systems
are minimization of the total number of intercell moves,
minimization of the total number of manufacturing cells
present on the shop floor, minimization of the total
manufacturing cost by reducing set-up times and in-process
inventory levels, maximization of the utilization of the
machines present, maximization of the percentage of
operations of a part processed within a single cell and the
maximization of the number of parts handled by the cells as
a percentage of the total number of parts processed through
the shop[Ballakur and Steudel 1987].Other significant advantages that have been
achieved are easier inventory control and simplified
scheduling on the shop floor. Certain intangible
benefits like increased customer satisfaction have also
been reported [Askin 1987].4
LITERATURE REVIEW
After the concept of GT was proposed by Burbidge [1975]
and Mitrofanov [1983], considerable attention has been
devoted to this technique in order to improve the efficiency
of batch manufacturing operations.
The GT philosophy is used for the creation of
manufacturing cells in CM. This is usually carried out in
three stages. The first stage involves the development and
application of a classification scheme for parts on the
basis of either design or manufacturing attributes or both.
The second stage involves the creation of machine cells.
This is done by using the machine routing (process plan) of
the parts. The problem of identifying parts and machine
assignments to manufacturing cells is commonly referred to
as the cell formation problem and has been investigated
extensively by various researchers. The third stage involves
the actual layout of the machines in the cells [Askin 1987].
In a CM system, a dedicated cell of machines which can
be grouped, tooled and scheduled as a single unit and having
the least amount of interaction with other cells is sought
[Vannelli and Ravi Kumar 1986]. However, such an independent
cell of machines is difficult to achieve in practice when
the number of parts is large.
The objective of applying group technology to the
problem of manufacturing cell design is to minimize the5
number of bottleneck parts and bottleneck machines (together
known as exceptional elements). The problem of efficient
machine-part cell formation that would minimize/eliminate
the number of exceptional elements has drawn the attention
of a large number of researchers.
A number of analytical and descriptive procedures have
been developed for the cell formation problem. All these
procedures rely on the routing sheet or process plan of the
parts to initiate the grouping process. A routing
sheet/process plan specifies the sequence of operations for
a part and the machine type on which the operation will be
performed. The various methods can be classified into three
groups based on the sequence of procedures used in the
formation of part families and machine cells [Ballakur and
Steudel 1987].
Part Family Grouping: In this method of grouping, part
families are formed initially and then the machines are
grouped into cells.
Machine Grouping: Here, machine cells are formed first based
on similarity in part routings and then the parts are
allocated to cells.
Machine-Part Grouping: In this procedure, part families and
machine cells are formed concurrently.
The objective of all of the above strategies is to
group parts into families and machines into cells.6
Part Family Grouping.
The techniques used under this type of grouping system
are:
[i]. Classification and Coding [Keuss et al. 1977, Wemmerlov
and Hyer 1985]
In this system, a classification and coding scheme is
chosen to sort parts into different classes based on certain
part characteristics such as part geometry, routings etc.,
and assigns each class a code. Parts having similar codes
form a part family. These schemes are useful in variety
reduction and design data retrieval but are not particularly
useful for finding part families in cellular manufacturing
systems.
[ii]. Cluster Analysis [Carrie 1973, Shunk and Reed 1975].
In cluster analysis, each pair of parts is examined and
their similarity coefficient is calculated. The similarity
coefficient is a measure of "likeness" of predetermined
characteristics of two parts. Ross's algorithm [1969] for
single linkage cluster analysis is used to form part
families and machine groups.
[iii]. Graph Partitioning [Askin and Chiu 1990, Vannelli and
Kumar 1986].
Askin and Chiu [1990] include the costs of inventory,
machine depreciation, machine setup and material handling
into the mathematical programming model. They use a graph
partitioning algorithm by Kernighan and Lin [1970] and adapt7
it to a two-phase partitioning algorithm. Vannelli and Kumar
[1986] model the part-machine grouping as a bipartite graph.
The aim of the study was to find the smallest number of
exceptional parts which if deleted would disconnect the
graph.
Machine Grouping.
The grouping of parts into families and machines into
groups is performed in two stages under this approach. In
the first stage machines are grouped to form machine cells
based on the information provided by part routings. Then, in
the second stage parts are allocated to these cells and the
cells are re-evaluated on certain performance criteria such
as machine utilization.
The process of machine grouping can be further divided
into two sub-classes as follows:
[i]. Non-algorithmic Approach
Non-algorithmic techniques proposed by De Beer, et. al
[1976] and De Beer and De Witte [1978] were based on visual
examination of matrices constructed from routing sheet
information of the different parts. De Beer et al.[1976]
introduced a procedure considering divisibility of machines
of the same type when forming machine cells. The main
contribution of their work to the cell formation problem
were the concepts of divisibility of machines/operations and
balancing of work load of cells .8
[ii]. Algorithmic Approach
Algorithmic procedures can be further subdivided into:
[a]. Cluster Analysis and [b]. Graph theoretical approach.
[a]. Cluster Analysis
McAuley[1972] first suggested the use of single linkage
cluster analysis for machine grouping. A similarity
coefficient, characterizing a desired relationship between a
pair of machines, was used by McAuley and first proposed by
Jaccard in 1908. Waghodekar and Sahu [1984] present a
heuristic approach called MACE based on the similarity
coefficient of the product type. Lemoine and Mutel [1983]
present a dynamic clustering technique for machine grouping.
Their non-hierarchical cluster analysis procedure is based
on the minimization of statistical distances with loads and
capacities of machines as statistical weights.
[b]. A graph theoretical approach was used by Rajagopalan
and Batra [1975] to identify machine groups in a CM system.
Machine-Part Grouping.
Two different approaches exist under this procedure:
[i] Manual Approach
The manual approach is more comprehensive than the
algorithmic approach used for part-machine grouping. The two
manual techniques widely used are:
[a]. Production Flow Analysis and [b]. Component Flow
Analysis.9
[a].Production Flow Analysis
Production Flow Analysis(PFA)[Burbidge1963,1971,
1975,1977, 1979, 1982] is the most comprehensive approach
in group technology. It does not use coding or
classification systems or part drawings to identify
families. Instead, PFA is used to analyze the operation
sequence and machine routings for the parts produced. It
then groups parts that require identical or similar routings
together. These groups can then be used to form logical
machine cells.
[b]. Component Flow Analysis
Component Flow Analysis [El-Essawy 1971, El-Essawy and
Torrance 1972] suggests looking at the whole part mix as a
starting basis for forming groups rather than dividing the
shop into major groups. There is some amount of subjectivity
involved in the cell formation stages in this approach as
with the PFA approach.
[ii] Algorithmic Techniques
These techniques use iterative reordering procedures
for permuting the rows (machines) and columns (parts)of a
machine part matrix. Rank order clustering (King 1979, 1980,
King and Nakornchai 1982], direct clustering algorithm [Chan
and Milner 1981, Wemmerlov 1984] and bond energy algorithm
[McCormick et.al 1972, Lenstra 1974, King 1980, Gongaware
and Ham 1981] are some of the important techniques proposed
by researchers. Askin and Subramaniam [1985] use a binary10
clustering algorithm for grouping parts and machines.
Candidate configurations are then evaluated on the basis of
fixed and variable machine costs, set-up costs, cycle
inventory, work-in process inventory and material handling.
A lattice-theoretic approach and a linear programming
(set partitioning) technique were introduced by Purcheck
[1974, 1975a, 1975b, 1977, 1985] for machine-part grouping
in order to maximize scheduling flexibility and minimize
total cost of establishing the cells.11
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The work reported in this thesis is part of a National
Science Foundation (NSF) funded project carried out over a
period of two years. The major objective of the project is
to develop a generalized framework for manufacturing cell
design. This development is performed in three phases.
In the first phase, it is recognized that in an actual
manufacturing environment each part can have more than one
processing plan and each operation of a part can be
performed on alternative machines. The objective of this
phase is to determine a unique process plan for each part
and the number of units of each machine type required to
completely process all parts.
The second phase focuses on the assignment of parts and
machines to individual manufacturing cells. Once the part
and machine assignments have been made, not all parts
assigned to a cell would be processed completely by machines
in the same cell. Therefore, it would be advantageous to
consider either duplication of bottleneck machines or
subcontracting of bottleneck parts or both.
In the third phase, a mathematical model and a solution
technique is developed which for the problem of
simultaneously dealing with duplicating bottleneck machines
and subcontracting bottleneck parts under budgetary
restrictions. The emphasis of the thesis is on the third
phase of this three phase project. However, to maintain12
continuity, brief descriptions of the first and second
phases are presented below. A detailed description of the
third phase is presented. For more details about the model
formulation, solution technique and findings from the first
and second phases, the reader is advised to refer to the
published works cited in the thesis.
Phase 1. Problem Statement and Scope.
The basis of cellular manufacturing systems are machine
tool groups and part families. Each group of machine tools
forms a machine cell. Generally one cell is dedicated to the
manufacture of one part family [Choobineh, 1988].
There have been several attempts in the past to provide
algorithms to assist in the selection of machines for
inclusion in manufacturing cells and parts for part
families. This procedure is also known as cell formation.
Most of the studies in the past have made simplifying
assumptions to the cell formation problem. A study by
Rajamani et. al [1990] makes the following assumptions. It
considers the budgetary and machine capacity constraints
explicitly in the model formulation. Additionally, a limit
on the operating cost for producing the parts is also
assumed. This would mean that the shop could not exceed the
operating budget no matter how many units of each type were
required to be produced. This is unrealistic since the main
objective of the manufacturing firm is to satisfy customer
demand which is a deterministic quantity.. Hence in this13
phase an attempt is made to formulate a model which does not
consider the above limitation but focuses on minimizing the
sum of the amortized cost of machines and the operating cost
for producing the parts. [Logendran et.al 1992a, 1994]
All of the studies in the past have assumed that each
part has a unique process plan (i.e., the sequence of
operations on machines) and that each operation ofa part
can be performed only on one machine present in that cell.
Our study simultaneously considers the fact that each part
can have more than one process plan and each operation of a
part can be performed on alternative machines of the same
type.
A general/binary integer linear programming model is
formulated over a planning horizon of one year. The annual
demand for each part type, the available capacity of each
machine type, the amortized cost of each machine type based
upon its useful life and the time and cost required to
perform a particular operation of a part on a machine for a
process plan are all known quantities. The objective
function minimizes the sum of the amortized cost of all
machines and the operating cost of producing all parts
required over a planning horizon of one year.
The constraints force that only one process plan be
selected for each part; that all operations of a part as per
the chosen process plan be performed on one of the available
machines; and that the machine capacity needed for producing
all the parts does not exceed the total available machine14
capacity [Logendran et.al 1994].
As with all binary integer programming problems this
problem of selecting from alternative machines and multiple
process plans was shown to be NP-complete.[Logendran 1992a,
Logendran et.al 1994]. Thus an optimizing algorithm such as
the branch-and-bound technique cannot be used to solve large
practical problems, as it would be very inefficient even for
a problem with a moderate number of parts and machines.
Therefore, a heuristic algorithm is developed for the
selection of machines and a process plan for each part based
upon a concept known as Tabu Search. Tabu search has been
widely used on a number of classical and practical
combinatorial problems for obtaining optimal/near optimal
solutions [Glover 1990]. The notable advantage of a tabu
search based heuristic is that it has the ability to
overcome the problem of being trapped in a local optimum if
one were encountered during the search process.
Heuristic Algorithm for Phase 1.
The annual operating cost for each part is evaluated
with every process plan as the product of the per unit
operating cost and the annual demand. The operations,
process plans and demand for each part of an example problem
are shown in Table 1 on the next page. In Table 1, there are
4 parts with parts 1,2 and 4 having 2 process plans each
and part 3 having 3 process plans. If we consider part 1,TABLE 1.
DATA INDICATING PROCESS PLANS, DEMAND VOLUME AND OPERATIONS FOR 4 PARTS
Part
j=1
Part
j=2
Part
j=3
Part
j=4
Operation Process PlanProcess Plan Process Plan Process Plan
p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p =3 p=1p=2
k=1 1 1 1 1 1 1
k=2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
k=3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Demand 10 10 10 1016
there are 8 different combinations of its process plans
since there are 3 operations possible and 2 available
process plans. Part 3 which has 3 different process plans
would have a total of 16 combinations. It is then possible
to evaluate the annual operating cost associated with each
of the feasible process plans. The annual operating cost for
each part is then sorted in decreasing order. The initial
feasible solution is determined as the cost corresponding to
the minimum total annual operating cost on every part. The
total annual cost for a part is the sum of the minimum
annual operating cost and the amortized cost of machines
satisfying the capacity requirements. Initially, the
aspiration level (AL) is set equal to this total annual cost
and is updated to the best cost as the search progresses.
Hence, the AL stores the best value obtained till that stage
of the search.
Two lists, namely, the candidate list (CL) and index
list (IL) are created to store the configurations generated
as the search progresses. The CL holds the configurations
that would be used to perform future perturbations. The IL
contains the local optima encountered during the search.
Both forward and backward perturbations are performed
on each part during the search. A forward perturbation
performed on a part corresponds to the next adjacent
incremental annual cost for that part. Similarly, a backward
perturbation corresponds to the next adjacent decremental
annual operating cost for that part.17
Two variations of the proposed algorithm, referred to
as Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are developed. In Algorithm
1, the initial basic feasible solution is only perturbed
forward and backward for all the parts in one stage of the
search. For certain configurations of the initial basic
feasible solution a backward perturbation is not possible.
Two different methodologies are considered in implementing
the algorithm. In Method 1, all of the configurations with
the best total cost obtained as a result of forward and
backward perturbations are inserted into the CL for future
perturbation. Method 2 uses the 'best first' strategy,
wherein only the first configuration with the best total
cost is inserted into the CL. The search progresses until a
requisite number of entries are admitted into the IL. The
globally optimal cost may or may not be obtained when the
search is terminated.
In Algorithm 2, the initial basic feasible solution is
perturbed over the entire feasible range for all the parts.
The best configuration obtained for each part is written
into a Temporary Candidate List (TCL). At the end of the
first stage of the search the entries into the TCL are
sorted in decreasing order and admitted into the CL on the
basis of the two methods discussed for algorithm 1. All
other procedures for algorithm 2 are similar to those of
algorithm 1.
A number of computer programs were written to solve
problems with both Algorithms 1 and 2 using Methods 1 and 218
using a Microsoft QuickC compiler.The programs were
implemented on a Gateway 2000, 486/33MHz computer having a
RAM of 640KB. A program was also written to determine the
optimal solution for small problems through an explicit
search method (i.e., fewer number of machines, parts and
process plans). This helped in making a comparison between
the best solution obtained using the heuristic and the true
optimal solution in order to gauge the efficiency of the
heuristic algorithm.
A comprehensive statistical analysis was also carried
out to determine if there was a significant difference
between the performances of Algorithms 1 and 2. With both
methods, the performance of Algorithm 2 was found to be far
superior to Algorithm 1.
In conclusion, both algorithms using methods 1 and 2
described above gave near optimal solutions for problems in
cell formation in the presence of alternative process plans.
Phase 2. Problem Statement and Scope.
When machine cells are designed and part families are
formed the objective is to make a part from a part family
visit only one cell to complete all of its operations. This
is not usually attainable in practice and a part has to
visit more than one cell in order to complete its
operations. This gives rise to the concept of bottleneck
parts and bottleneck machines. Since the presence of
bottleneck parts and bottleneck machines is inevitable in19
any large manufacturing system, the focus is on finding ways
to reduce the movement of parts between cells [King 1980,
King and Nakornchai 1982, Chan and Milner 1982, Tabucanon
and Ojha 1987]. These moves are called intercell moves. They
contribute to increasing material handling costs, lowering
throughput rate and lengthening the makespan and efforts are
to be made to minimize them.
Apart from intercell moves, which are moves between
cells, the intracell moves which represent moves within a
cell also contribute to material handling costs. Researchers
in the past have not attempted to consider this factor
explicitly in their model formulations. Hence, a model and a
solution technique was presented to include both intercell
and intracell moves in order to minimize the material
handling costs [Logendran 1990]. To consider the importance
of intracellular moves in a model along with intercellular
moves, weights are assigned to both intercellular moves and
intracellular moves. As the weights are assumed to be
normalized, in a practical situation, it would be
appropriate to assign a weight of 0.7 to intercellular moves
and a weight of 0.3 to intracellular moves. This research
was later extended to include the sequence of operations and
the impact of layout of cells in evaluating the material
handling costs [Logendran 1991].
The research undertaken in this phase is an extension
of previous research[Logendran 1990,1991,1992]. Firstly, it
considers the possibility of performing two or more non-20
consecutive operations of a part which is scheduled to be
performed on the same machine, while also considering part
routing. Secondly, it takes into account the assignment of
units of a machine type to different cells if this results
in reducing the total material handling costs. Thirdly, if
the total work load required to perform a particular
operation of a part on a machine exceeds the capacity of the
machine expressed in man-hours, then the lot is split into
two. This enables performing the operation required of each
split lot on a separate unit of the same machine type. This
feature is referred to as "Lot Splitting". [Logendran 1993,
Logendran and Ramakrishna 1993]
We assume that 8 hours of capacity is available on one
unit of amachine type on a daily basis. Knowing the daily
demand for a part and its set-up and run times, the total
number of hours required on a machine can be determined. If
this requirement exceeds 8 hours, the demand should be
processed in two lots simultaneously on two units of the
same machine type. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows a portion of the machine assignments to
the cells. Part 1(P1) has its first operation on machine
type 2(M2) and the next operation on machine type 4 (M4).
Since there are two units of machine type 2 represented by
M21 and M22, Pl's operation can be performed on either of
these two machines.21
M21, M22, M41: Machine type and unit.
C2, C3, C5 :Cells.
P1 :Part.
Figure 1. Movement of parts through machines in the case of
lot-splitting.
If the total processing time of a lot of P1 exceeds the
man-hour capacity of a unit of M2 it'is split into two lots.
The first lot is processed on M21 and the second lot is
processed on M22. Both these lots then arrive at M41
simultaneously, for the next operation to be performed on
the entire lot of P1. Implicit in the above is the fact that
the processing time requirements of P1 can be met by the
available man-hours of a unit of M4(i.e., M41) on a daily
basis.22
Figure 2 illustrates the case of non-consecutive
operations. Suppose that P1 requires 6 hours of processing
time on M2 followed by 3 hours on M4 and again 3 hours on
M2.
M21, M22, M41: Machine type and unit.
C2, C3, C5 :Cells.
P1 :Part.
Figure 2. Movement of parts through machines in the case of
non-consecutive operations.
The entire lot of P1 first finishes its operation on
M21 and moves to M41. After finishing 3 hours on M41 the
entire lot comes back to M22 to complete its next operation.
One can see that the total intercellular moves (1+1=2) is
the same as that for the case of split lots. Instances of a
part requiring non-consecutive operations are not hard to
find. For example, a part, after finishing its operation on23
a machine type might need heat treating/annealing to remove
material stresses after which it can go back to the same
machine type for its next operation.
The main difference between the cases of lot splitting
and non-consecutive setups is the order of processing on
machines. Figure 2 above is similar to the one shown for the
case of lot splitting except for the arrows showing the
direction of the movement of parts.
Heuristic Algorithm for Phase 2.
The machine-part load matrix for the example problem
considered for the illustration of the heuristic algorithm
is presented in Table 2 below.
TABLE 2. MACHINE-PART LOAD MATRIX FOR 5 MACHINE 7 PART PROBLEM
MACHINE
TYPE
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 TOTAL
WORKLOAD
ON
MACHINE
(hours)
NUMBER
OF
MACHINES
M1 0.5 5.0 1.5 7.0 1
M2 9.02.0 2.5 1.5 15.0 2
M3 2.5 3.50.50.5 7.0 1
M4 6.0 7.5 6.5 20.0 3
M5 3.0 1.0 2.0 6.0 1
To completely satisfy the processing time requirements
of parts, one unit of machine type 1(M1), M3 and M5, two24
units of M2 and three units of M4 are required. First, the
machine types are divided into two categories:(i) those
that have only one unit (M1, M3, M5) and (ii) those that
have two or more units (M2 and M4). This categorization is
then used to divide the part types into two classes:(i)
those that do not require any of the machine types having
two or more units (P3 and P5) and (ii) those that require
one or more machine types having two or more units.
Initially, each unit of the machine type is placed in a
cell of its own (M1 in cell 1(C1), the first unit of M2(M21)
in C2, the second unit of M2(M22) in C3, M3 in C4 and so
on). There are a total of eight cells for this example.
Parts utilizing the second category of machines are
first ranked in the increasing order of part identification
numbers (P1, P2, P4 and P6). The total moves for the first
part in this list is evaluated. There are six such
evaluations of total moves as there are six different ways
(2 of M2 * 3 of M4) in which P1 can be routed through the
cells to complete its processing requirements. For each of
these six evaluations, the remaining machine capacities on
M2 and M4 are also computed. Three possible situations can
occur:(a) the machine capacity on M2 can be violated (b) the
machine capacity on M4 can be violated or (c) the machine
capacity on both M2 and M4 can be violated. If(a)is true
then cells C2 and C3 would be combined. Category 1 machines
would be revised to Ml, M2, M3 and M5 and category 2 to M4
only. Accordingly, the classification of part types will25
also be revised. If(b)is true, M2 and M4 will still be
category 2 machines but the initial configuration would now
be revised to 7 cells with C5 containing 2 units of M4. If
(c) is true, M2 would become a category 2 machine but the
initial configuration would now be revised to six cells with
C2 and C4 containing two units of M2 and two units of M4
respectively. P2, P4 and P6 would be considered for
admission in that order and the total moves would be
evaluated. Once the parts belonging to the second category
are all exhausted, the parts belonging to the first are
considered for admission and total moves calculated. The
initial feasible configuration resulting in the minimum
total move (Zmin) would be saved. Any later improvement in
the total moves evaluated are compared against this value.
The potential for improving (reducing) the objective
function value (total moves) is investigated next by
considering the merger of two cells at a time. If a merger
resulted in total moves higher than Zmin, it would be
dropped from further consideration. A merger would also be
dropped from further consideration if it violated the
constraint on maximum number of machines that can be
assigned to a cell. The merger resulting in the highest
reduction in total moves from the configuration considered
as the initial configuration would be saved as the best
formation of machine cells obtained so far. Zmin is then
revised to the new lower value obtained. If a tie exists for
the highest reduction in total moves, then all formations26
that tie with each other are saved and used as a potential
seed during the investigation of cell mergers for later
analysis.
This procedure is repeated until no further improvement
in the objective function value can be obtained or the
constraint of the maximum number of machines in a cell is
violated, whichever occurs first. The machine cell formation
is now complete.
The cell formation problem was solved using a series of
computer programs written for the cases of "lot splitting"
and "non-consecutive" operations, using Microsoft QuickC
running on a Gateway 2000, AT/486 having a clock speed of 33
Mhz and a RAM of 640 KB. The algorithm considered different
combinations of cell mergers to come up with a machine
grouping in cells that gave the minimum total moves.
This research emphasizes the importance of the role of
the sequence of operations of parts and the physical layout
of cells in a manufacturing floor.
Phase 3. Introduction.
The research carried out in this phase is the primary
focus of the thesis. A method that is usually adopted to
either reduce or eliminate intercell moves by parts is to
duplicate as many bottleneck machines as possible in cells
other than those in which the machines are originally
assigned. The problem of duplicating bottleneck machines27
disregarding the economics of cost associated with
duplication has been considered in the past [Vannelli and
Kumar, 1986]. An extension to this study considered the
costs associated with duplication but had two limitations
[Seiffodini, 1989]. Firstly, unlimited capital is available
to carry out the duplication process and secondly, with
regard to the sequence of operations, a part processed in a
cell would be transferred to another cell but would not be
transferred back to the original cell. This would mean that
each part has only one operation scheduled to be performed
on a machine, which is really not the case in most
industrial settings [Logendran, 1992b]. The study by
Logendran relaxes both the above assumptions by including
non-consecutive operations and budgetary limitations.
The decision of whether to make or buy a product is not
a simple one because many different factors need to be
considered in the decision making process [Kumar and
Vannelli 1987]. Statistics show that while purchased
materials account for less than 501 of General Motors' sales
dollar, they account for more than 801 at Toyota [Abernathy
et.al 1981]. This means that subcontracting should be
considered for those parts if subcontracting results in
greater savings in costs than machine duplication and
duplication of machines for those parts if the converse is
true.
In summary, there are two alternatives for dealing with
the problem of creating disaggregated manufacturing cells:28
duplicating bottleneck machines and subcontracting
bottleneck parts. To the best of our knowledge, there isno
published research to date that has dealt simultaneously
with duplicating bottleneck machines and subcontracting
bottleneck parts.
The model development, notations used in the model and
the heuristic algorithm are described in the following
sections. The model is then used to solve a small sample
problem to illustrate the functionality and efficacy of the
algorithm and its potential in producing good results when
applied to large problems. A problem involving 20 machines
and 23 parts is also used to test the heuristic. Finally,a
large industry sized problem having 810 parts and 62
machines is solved using the heuristic to demonstrate the
applicability of the algorithm to practical problems.29
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
BACKGROUND.
Parts and machines are assigned to manufacturing cells
with the objective of creating cells which can completely
process one or more part families. This is not always
achievable in practice because there would be bottleneck
parts and bottleneck machines present. The primary ways of
dealing with these exceptional elements are as follows.
[a]. Subcontracting of bottleneck parts: In this process,
exceptional parts are subcontracted out and need not be
produced within the firm. Since they are no longer
represented on the route sheet, they are not considered as
exceptional elements.
[b]. Duplication of bottleneck machines: Certain parts may
have an operation on a machine assigned to a cell other than
their own cell assignment. If a unit of that machinewere to
be duplicated in the cell in which the part is originally
assigned, both the part and the machine would cease to be
exceptional elements. Economic factors are important
criteria while considering duplication of bottleneck
machines [Seifoddini 1989]. Various cost factors like
duplication cost (cost of acquiring and installing a new
machine), cost reduction in intercellular material handling
due to duplication and cost savings due to better scheduling
influence the duplication process.30
[c]. Creating Hybrid cells: All the bottleneck machines are
assigned to one cell, called the hybrid cell. Researchers
have focused some interest on this approach for elimination
of exceptional elements. This approach is not considered in
this thesis.
Researchers in the past have concentrated on using
subcontracting of bottleneck parts or the duplication of
bottleneck machines as a means of reducing/eliminating
exceptional elements for creating a truly disaggregated
manufacturing cell [Kern and Wei 1991, Kumar and Vannelli
1987, Logendran 1992b, Seifoddini 1989, Vannelli and Kumar
1986]. This research aims at simultaneously considering the
effect of the role of duplicating and subcontracting
processes and their interaction in reducing/eliminating
exceptional elements. This research also considers the
effect of setting budgetary limits in making decisions as to
which machines to duplicate and which parts to subcontract.
Notations used in the development of the mathematical
model followed by the development of the actual model are
presented in the following sub-sections.31
NOTATIONS
ai amortized cost of duplicating a bottleneck
machine(type) i
bj =incremental cost of subcontracting a unit of
bottleneck part j(this is the cost represented by
the difference of the cost of producing a unit of
the part outside and the cost of producing a unit
of the part in-house)
maximum dollar amount the part manufacturing
company is willing to spend over a planning
horizon of one year
available annual capacity per each unit of
bottleneck machine type i
cell number to which bottleneck machine i is
originally assigned
cell number to which bottleneck part jis
originally assigned
volume of production for part j measured in units
per day
distance between cells q and r ;dqq = 0
annual volume of production for part j, calculated
B =
capi =
CMi =
CP
j
=
dj =
dqr =
Dj =
as the product of the the total number of working
days in a year and the volume of production per
day (dj)
i =1,2,3,....,m machines
j =1,2,3,....,n partskj =
1
L =
ml =
m(j,k)=
MMj =
nl =
nj =
32
number of operations performed on part j
cells
size of unit handling load for part j measured in
units
number of bottleneck machines (mi<=m)
machine(type) on which part j's kth operation is
performed
set of bottleneck machines connected to botleneck
part j
number of bottleneck parts (ni<=n)
number of unit loads of part j handled per day.
On an yearly basis the number of unit loads
handled is Nj = nj * 260( Assuming 260 working
days per year )
Nj =Number of unit loads handled on a yearly basis,
calculated as shown above
p(j,k) =sum of the set-up and processing times for part
j's kth operation on machine m(j,k) (i.e., the
setupprocessing times for part j's kth
operation on machine m(j,k))
P1 =set of bottleneck parts assigned to cell 1 and are
connected to one or more bottleneck machines in
another cell
PPi =set of bottleneck parts connected to bottleneck
machine i
ril =number of bottleneck machine units of type i
required to be duplicated in cell 1 due toRi =
tj =
Xiji =
33
capacity requirements (an integer variable i.e.,
0,1,2,...)
average cost representative of per unit machining
time(setup and processing times) on machine i
cost incurred in moving a unit load of part j by a
unit distance
1 if machine type i is duplicated for part j
in cell 1
0otherwise
Irj1 = 1if part j in cell 1 is subcontracted
0otherwise
MODEL DESCRIPTION.
A general/binary integer linear programming model is
formulated for the problem as shown on page 35. It is
assumed that both part and machine assignments to each of
the manufacturing cells have already been determined using a
suitable cell formation algorithm [Ballakur and Steudel
1987, Logendran 1991].
The objective of this general/binary integer linear
programming problem is to maximize the net savings in costs
obtained from machine duplication and part subcontracting.
The optimization is done over three constraints. Firstly,
the budgetary constraints restrict the amount of money that
the firm can spend while simultaneously considering the
issues of duplicating bottleneck machines and subcontracting
bottleneck parts. Secondly, the capacity constraints ensure34
that adequate capacity is maintained on the bottleneck
machines chosen for duplication. The third constraint is of
type either-or. In the solution algorithm, a bottleneck part
could be subcontracted or the bottleneck machines connected
to it could be duplicated in order to maximize savings. A
binary constraint is applied to each of these two
possibilities. The first possibility would be to consider
either duplicating a bottleneck part or nothing. The second
possibility would be to consider either duplicating all of
the bottleneck machines connected to a bottleneck part or
nothing. The either or type constraint is converted into two
simultaneous constraints (3) and (4), shown in the
mathematical model developed next, by introducing the binary
variable zil.MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Maximize
Z =E E [Njet;
kj -1
Edc(j ,k),c(j,k+3.).
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di,(.1,1) 'Xn1(.1,1c).11
(xm(j,k)j1I if cU '1(4'1) =1
or X m(j,k+1)j11if c(j,k+1)*1)
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COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM.
The mathematical model is a binary/general integer linear
programming problem. Most of the integer programming problems fall
into the class of NP-complete problems [Garey and Johnson 1979].
From an investigation into the computational complexity of the
problem it has been proved that the problem is NP-hard in the
strongsensebecausea3-partitionproblemispolynomially
reducible to a special case of this problem. Logendran [1993] notes
on an investigation into the computational complexity of the
problem. Thus, a higher level heuristic based upon a concept known
as tabu search is used to solve small as well as large and
practical problems.37
HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
Introduction.
The method of tabu search is a "higher level" heuristic
procedure for solving optimization problems, which is de-
signed to guide other methods or their component processes
to escape the trap of local optimality. This method has
obtained optimal and near optimal solutions to a wide vari-
ety of classical and practical problems in applications such
as scheduling, character recognition and neural networks.
This method utilizes conditions for strategically con-
straining and freeing the search process by the use of tabu
restrictions and aspiration criteria. Tabu restrictions are
restrictions placed on certain branches of the search which
may be unfruitful due to predefined rules. Aspiration crite-
ria or aspiration levels are additional conditions imposed
on the search procedure. A tabu restricted search branch can
be followed only if these aspiration criteria are satisfied.
Tabu search also has the ability to intensify and diversify
the search into new regions because of its use of memory
functions of varying time spans. It has the ability to be
easily integrated into traditional techniques such as
branch-and-bound and cutting plane procedures. This method
can be used as a guide to a process that uses a set of moves
for transforming one solution/solution state into another
provided an evaluation function exists for measuring the
attractiveness of these moves.38
Tabu Search has been successfully applied to problems
such as employee scheduling [Glover and McMillan 1986],
character recognition [Hertz and de Werra 1987], and space
planning and architectural design [Glover et.al. 1985], job
shop scheduling [Eck 1989] and machine scheduling [Laguna
et.al 1989b] and a variety of other problems.
The core of tabu search is its capability to utilize
short term memory processes during a search. The short term
memory constitutes a form of aggressive exploration that
seeks to make the best move possible subject to requiring
available choices to satisfy certain constraints. These
constraints are designed to prevent the reversal or some-
times, the repetition of certain moves by rendering certain
attributes of these moves forbidden or "tabu". The primary
goal of the tabu restrictions is to permit the method to go
beyond points of local optimality while still making high
quality moves at each step.These restrictions when applied
in conjunction with the aspiration criteria help the search
progress forward.
The problem considered in this investigation is amenable
to the use of "tabu search" for the following reasons. The
computational complexity of the problem indicates that the
problem is NP-hard in the strong sense and hence it is im-
possible to find an optimal solution in polynomial time.
This indicates that they can be solved only in non-polynomi-
al time (for e.g. exponential) and would take a large amount39
of time to solve as the number of variables increases.
Steps involved in the heuristic algorithm.
Step 1: The total savings obtained by duplicating bottleneck
machines connected to bottleneck part j assigned to cell 1
is evaluated as shown in the equation below. This equation
consists of three terms. The first term evaluates the inter-
cellular move resulting from the bottleneck part's move from
its initial cell assignment to the cell containing the ma-
chine on which its first operation is scheduled to be per-
formed. The next term finds the intercellular moves result-
ing from one operation of the part to the next. Both of
these terms are then multiplied by the unit load of the
part(N1) and the cost of moving a unit load(t1). A unit load
may be defined as a group of products handled as a unit at
one time. Since, it is efficient to handle a group of
DU./ = [Ni ti IC:711j 1)Xm(j,k)il
k -1
dc( of i"c(i'lc+1)=.1 j,k),c(j,k+1) m(j,k).71
k=1
or X m(j,k+i)j11if c(j,k+1)01
EDi p (j k).Rm(j,k) Xn2(j,k)
and
c(j,k) *1
whereXii1= 1 foriE MMi ,
j EP1and 1 = 1,2, ...,c.40
products instead of one at a time, the unit load concept is
widely used in material handling. The third term is a prod-
uct of the demand volume of the part, the processing time,
the cost per unit for time used on a machine and whether a
particular machine is bottleneck or not. This term is evalu-
ated only for those operations of the bottleneck part per-
formed outside its original cell assignment.
Step 2: The cost of duplicating the bottleneck machines
connected to bottleneck part j assigned to cell 1 is evalu-
ated by the equation shown below. This is a product of the
amortized cost of the bottleneck machines connected to bot-
tleneck part j and X111 which is a zero-one binary variable
taking on a value of 1 if the machine type is duplicated and
0 otherwise.
Xiii = 1fori E j EPPI, and 1= 112,.. 1c
Step 3: The savings obtained due to subcontracting bottle-
neck part j assigned to cell 1 is evaluated using the equa-
tion below. This is similar to the equation for the savings
obtained due to duplicating bottleneck parts except that all
the operations of the part are now considered.41
k
SCji=[Nj tj { di,C(.1,1)E cic(j,k),.(J,k+i)
k=1
+ Di.Ep(j,k).Rm(.7,k)
k=1
where yji = 1, jPi and 1 = 1,2,..,c
Step 4: The incremental cost due to subcontracting part j
assigned to cell 1 is evaluated below. It is the product of
the annual demand volume, the incremental cost of subcon-
tracting a unit of bottleneck part j and the binary variable
which takes on a value of 1 if the part is to be subcon-
tracted and 0 otherwise.
Fil=pj bj. yji
yil =1,j EP1and 1 = 1,2..., c
Step 5: The net savings due to duplicating the machines
connected to bottleneck part j(NDUJI) and subcontracting the
part(NSCp)itself is evaluated as:
NDUji = DUjiEji;
NSCii = SC Fj1;
j E P1and 1 = 1,2,..c42
Step 6: For each bottleneck part, the maximum contribution
to savings due to duplication and subcontracting is evaluat-
ed as:
MAX CON.= Max ND.NSCji ji Uji
If MAXCON31 is found to be less than zero, then it is set
equal to zero, implying that neither duplication nor subcon-
tracting will be considered for this part at the present
time. The present time here is underscored because the part
currently found unattractive to support duplication of ma-
chines connected to it may prove to be attractive at a later
time when some or all of these machines are duplicated due
to their connections to other parts assigned to the same
cell. It is important to note that a part found unattractive
for duplication at the present time would remain unattrac-
tive for duplication throughout the search process described
below. The total savings for the initial solution denoted by
TS is evaluated as the sum of the maximum savings obtained
from either duplication or subcontracting of parts.
TS = E MAX CONii
j E Pi and 1 = 1,21..1c
Step 7: The objective function value Zthit representing the
total net savings for the initial solution is evaluated by43
adding an adjustment to TS, where
Adjustment =
E z [ z (X1,1) r11] .ai
1=1 1EMB
and PiI I PPi
s *1
The reason an adjustment is added to the total savings can
be explained as follows. Suppose there are two bottleneck
parts assigned to the same cell 1 whose maximum contribution
to TS in the initial solution is due to duplicating bottle-
neck machines connected to each of them. For simplicity,
let's assume that each part is connected to only one bottle-
neck machine and it is the same for both parts considered.
In the evaluation of NDUji for each part, the amortized cost
of this bottleneck machine would have been subtracted from
DU31. If the available man-hours on this bottleneck machine
is sufficient to meet the processing requirements of both
parts, then the amortized cost should have been subtracted
once. Therefore, the adjustment is to compensate for the
double counting performed in the evaluation of NDUil for
both parts, by adding the amortized cost of a unit of this
bottleneck machine. Implicit in this is the fact that both
parts have shown preference for duplicating the machine
connected to them in the initial solution.
Step 8: Determine if the budgetary restriction is satisfied
for the initial solution. This can be done by evaluating the44
total expenses(E) for the initial solution as:
E=E E Eai. XiiiE[ z(Xij1) 1-11]
1=1 j E P1 iehNli 1=1 1EMB 26
andP1 11PPi
sol
A positive value for (E-B) would indicate that the expenses
are larger than the budget and hence the budgetary restric-
tion is violated. For every dollar violated, Zinit is penal-
ized by 10monetary units.
Thus,
Zinit =
Zinit-10 (E-B)if (EB)> 0
0 if (E s 0
Step 9: Two lists, namely the index list(IL) and the can-
didate list(CL) are created. The IL contains the local opti-
ma evaluated as the search progresses, while the CL consists
of potential configurations chosen to perform future pertur-
bations.A configuration here refers to a solution point.
The configuration for the initial solution evaluated above
would indicate which bottleneck parts are subcontracted
(shown by a status of 2), which bottleneck machines associ-
ated with the bottleneck parts are duplicated (shown by 1)
and which bottleneck parts are considered for neither. Ini-
tially the aspiration level is set equal to Zinit. The ini-
tial solution is admitted into both the CL and IL. It is45
also admitted into the IL because it is considered the first
local optimum.
The first bottleneck part in the initial solution is per-
turbed to a new configuration/solution point. This means
that if in the initial solution the machines connected to a
part were considered for duplication, then either subcon-
tracting or neither is considered. Each bottleneck part
therefore has three different states: 0-neither; 1-duplicat-
ing bottleneck machines; 2- subcontractingbottleneck parts.
The objective function value associated with each state is
then evaluated. In addition to the two lists above, a tempo-
rary candidate list(TCL) is also created. The solutions
corresponding to each state obtained by perturbing a bottle-
neck part is scanned and the one with the highest objective
function value(Z) is admitted into the TCL. The second bot-
tleneck part is considered next and the process is repeated.
Once all the bottleneck parts have been considered for per-
turbation, the configuration which results in the highest
objective function value(Z) is chosen from the TCL as the
next solution point and admitted into the CL. If the Z value
for the new configuration (Z1)is greater than Z,nit, then the
new solution would receive a star(*), indicating that it has
potential of becoming the next local optimum.
The new solution point (Z1)is considered for perturba-
tion next. Each bottleneck part is perturbed in a similar
fashion. If the next solution point is Z2 s Z1, then the46
configuration corresponding to Z1 would receive two
stars(**) and would be admitted into the IL as it is the
next local optimum. If, on the other hand, Z2 > Z1, then the
solution point corresponding to Z2 would receive a star. The
final solution indicating bottleneck parts that need to be
subcontracted and bottleneck machines that need to be dupli-
cated are selected as one with the highest total savings
from amongst the entries into the IL.
This heuristic procedure is applied to the three problems
considered in the following chapters and the results and
conclusions obtained from them are reported.47
Application of the Heuristic to Problems in Cellular
Manufacturing
Small Example Problem.
The above heuristic solution procedure is used to
solve a small problem as an example to illustrate the
functionality of the procedure and the way in which it
simultaneously addresses the issues of duplicating
bottleneck machines and subcontracting bottleneck
parts. Budgetary restrictions are also considered in
the model as every manufacturing firm would be
interested in a cost-benefit analysis to justify any
action regarding duplication and subcontracting.
The machine-part load matrix for this small example
problem is presented in Table 3. As the workload on Ml,
M5 and M7 are greater than 8 hours/day, 2,2 and 3 units
respectively, are assumed. The solution obtained for
part-machine assignments with three cells using the
results obtained in Phase 2 of this analysis [Logendran
1991] is presented in Table 4. The machine and part
numbers show that machines 1,3,4 and 6 are bottleneck
machines and parts 5,7,8,9 and 10 are bottleneck parts.
For convenience, the original numbers used earlier in
[Logendran 1991] have been revised to sequentially
increasing numbers to reflect continuity and aid in
comprehension. Also, the following assumptions have
been made:TABLE 3.
MACHINE-PART LOAD MATRIX FOR SMALL EXAMPLE PROBLEM (7 MACHINE 14 PART)
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 Pll P12 P13 P14 TOTAL
WORKLOAD
ON
MACHINE
(hours)
NUMBER
OF
MACHINES
M1 0.69 2.42 2.442.48 2.72 10.75 2
M2 0.50 0.610.902.091.35 5.45 1
M3 2.503.030.711.61 7.85 1
M4 3.10 1.35 1.03 0.580.99 7.05 1
M5 1.22 4.45 3.84 9.51 2
M6 0.50 4.55 2.26 7.31 1
M7 0.55 4.743.611.47 3.874.68 18.92 3
P1, P2,.., P14 :Parts
Ml, M2,.., M7: Machines49
TABLE 4. MACHINE AND PART ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE THREE CELLS
CELL
NUMBER
MACHINE
ASSIGNMENTS
PART
ASSIGNMENTS
#1 #2 #3
1 M7 M2 M6P1, P4, P5, P6, P7, P9, P10
2 M4 M3 P3, P11, P12, P13
3 Ml M5 P2, P8, P1450
[1]. The distance between any two cells is assumed
equal to one unit. This would mean that any part moving
from one cell to another would have to move this unit
distance.
[2]. The cost of moving a unit load of a part a unit
distance is $1.00. This is the material handling cost
incurred due to the use of material handling systems
like conveyors, automated guided vehicles, pallet
carts, lift trucks etc.
[3]. The size of the unit load is 50. This means that
50 parts are moved together during material transfer.
Usually this is the size of the pallet that moves the
parts from one cell to another.
[4]. Amortized cost of machine M1 is $700.00, M2 is
$900.00, M3 is $1200.00 and M4 is $1500.00. The
amortized cost of a machine is the total cost of the
machine distributed over its estimated useful life of
service assuming a particular rate of return.
[5]. The daily volume of production for part P1 is 365
units, P2 is 456 units, P3 is 321 units, P4 is 409
units and P5 is 487 units. The daily demand volume is
calculated from the annual demand given the total
number of working days per year, here assumed to be
260. It can also be calculated if the number of weeks
per year and the number of days per week (usually 5)
are known.51
[6]. The incremental cost of subcontracting a unit of
bottleneck part(bi) for P1 is $0.475, P2 is $0.15, P3
is $0.60, P4 is $0.45 and P5 is $0.30. The incremental
cost of subcontracting is an indicator of the total
cost of getting a part manufactured by a subcontractor
over and above what it would cost to make it in-house.
[7]. The average cost per unit of machining time for
bottleneck machine M1 is $25.00, for M2 is $27.00, for
M3 is $32, for M4 is $39.00, for M5 is $27.00, for M6
is $46.00 and for M7 is $41.00.
The average cost per unit of machining time is a
measure of the cost of producing one unit of the part.
Costs included are those of the labor rate, machine
operation cost and other administrative and factory
overheads.
The algorithmic steps were coded using Microsoft
QuickC and run on a Gateway 2000, 486/33 MHz with 640
KB RAM. As shown in Table 5 the initial configuration
is (2,1,1,1,2), indicating that subcontracting is
preferred for P1 and P5 while duplication is preferred
for P2, P3 and P4. This configuration has an initial
savings of $131,638.00. Since parts P2 and P4 are in
state 1 (indicating duplication of machine) and both
are connected to M3, the adjustment in step 7 is
evaluated as the amortized cost of a unit of M3, which
is $1200.00. Hence, the total savings are evaluated as
the sum of the initial savings and the adjustment which52
in this case is $132,838.72 as shown in Table 5. The
total cost incurred if we duplicate machine M3
connected to part P1 and P5 and subcontract P2, P3 and
P4 is found to be $86,713.00. This is well below the
$100,000 budgetary limit assumed. Hence, the budgetary
constraint (1)is not violated (please refer to the
mathematical model).
The algorithm is terminated after admitting 10
entries into the IL. Parts perturbed in each entry into
the CL are shown with an underscore. The entries into
the CL identified as local optima are entered into the
IL and denoted by two asterisks.
The best solution obtained was the second local
optimum represented by (1,1,1,1,2). This implies that
bottleneck machines connected to P1, P2, P3 and P4
should be duplicated and P5 should be subcontracted for
a total annual savings of $133,115.59. Let this best
total annual savings be denoted by Zbest. Additionally,
let the unknown optimal solution for the small example
problem be denoted by Z.
The percentage variation of Zbest from Z* can be
evaluated as ((Z*- Zbest)/Z*) *100. This variation could
be anywhere from 0 to p, where p is the largest
percentage variation attainable for an ill-structured
problem consisting of a large number of bottleneck
parts and bottleneck machines. This is referred to as
the worst-case error bound. Unfortunately, it is not53
TABLE 5.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR THE SAMPLE PROBLEM WHEN THE BUDGETARY
LIMIT($) IS 300,000.00 (UNLIMITED BUDGET)
ENTRIESINTO PROFITS ENTRIESINTO
# CL TS($) ADJ($) Z($) IL
1 21112(**) 131,638.721200.00132,838.72 21112
2 11112(**) 131,215.591900.00133,115.59 11112
3 11212 129,738.601900.00131,638.59
4 21212 130,161.701200.00131,161.70
5 21222 125,462.90 0.00125,462.90
6 21122(**)126,939.91 0.00126,939.91 21122
7 11122 126,516.80 0.00126,516.80
8 11222 125,039.80 0.00125,039.80
9 12222 117,932.80 0.00117,932.80
10 12212(*) 122,631.60 700.00123,331.60
11 12112(**)124,108.60 700.00124,808.60 12112
12 22112 124,531.70 0.00124,531.70
13 22212 123,054.70 0.00123,054.70
14 22222 118,355.90 0.00118,355.90
15 22122(**)119,832.90 0.00119,832.90 22122
16 12122 119,409.80 0.00119,409.80
17 10122 111,427.80 0.00111,427.80
18 10112(**) 116,126.60 700.00116,826.60 10112
19 20112 116,549.70 0.00116,549.70
20 20212 115,072.70 0.00115,072.70
21 10212(**)114,649.60 700.00115,349.60 10212
22 10222 109,950.80 0.00109,950.80
23 20222(*) 110,373.90 0.00110,373.90
24 20122(**)111,850.90 0.00111,850.90 20122
25 20121 99,048.10 0.00 99,048.10
26 21121(*) 114,137.10 0.00114,137.10
27 21111(*) 119,835.911200.00120,035.91
28 11111(**)118,412.801900.00120,312.80 11111
29 11211 116,935.801900.00118,835.80
30 21211 117,358.901200.00118,558.9054
( Table 5, continued)
ENTRIES INTO PROFITS ENTRIES INTO
# CL TS($) ADJ($) z($)
_ IL
312 1 2 2 1 112,660.10 0.00112,660.10
321 1 2 2 1 112,237.00 0.00112,237.00
331 1 1 2 1(**)113,714.00 0.00113,714.00 1 1 1 2 1
341 2 1 2 1 106,607.00
.
0.00106,607.00
:Serial number of Entry into CL
TS($) :Total Savings (in dollars)
ADJ($):Adjustment (in dollars)
Z($) :Net Savings (in dollars)55
possible to determine a worst-case error bound for the
tabu search based higher level heuristic algorithm
presented here. It might however be possible to
determine the optimal solution for a small problem
using an implicit enumeration technique such as the
branch-and-bound algorithm within a reasonable
computation time. It might also be possible to
determine the optimal solution for a series of well-
structured smaller problem instances, and hence show
that the percentage variation on all of these problems
is less than or equal (say) 5%.
Even if we assumed that the above was true, there is
no guarantee that an optimal solution for a medium or
large size problem can be found within a reasonable
(polynomial) computation time. As the problem is proven
NP-hard in the strong sense, the medium and large
problem instances would require non-polynomial
(exponential) time to solve for their optimal solution.
Again, if the problem is ill-structured, there is no
guarantee that an optimal solution can ever be found.
What this means is that there is little or no value
to solving well-structured smaller problem instances
optimaly and perhaps showing that the percentage
variation is indeed small. Hence, such an analysis is
not performed here. As the tabu search based algorithm
applied to the small problem and later to the medium
and large problems at various budgetary levels was able56
to identify the best solution within a short search
span, it can be assumed that the algorithm is capable
of identifying the best solution that is presumably
close to the optimal solution, although this cannot be
proven.
The underlying assumption in solving this sample
problem is that the manufacturing firm has unlimited
budgetary resources. This would mean that the firm can
spend any amount of money to achieve the savings shown.
However, as one can imagine this is not the case in
practice.
Hence this heuristic was applied to a large problem
consisting of 20 parts and 23 machines [Kumar et.al
1986] while also considering various budgetary limits.
The solution to this problem would indicate how
efficiently the heuristic performs in the presence of
budgetary constraints.
Large Example Problem
The machine-part incidence matrix for the large
example problem is shown in Table 6. This problem was
previously considered by Kumar et.al [1986] to form
machine-part groupings consisting of two cells. As the
machine-part load matrix, which presents the data on
the processing time required to perform an operation of
a part on a machine, was not available from the
authors' published work, it was generated using randomTABLE 6.
MACHINE-PART INCIDENCE MATRIX FOR THE 23 MACHINE 20 PART PROBLEM (ORIGINAL)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1
9 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1
14 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
16 1 1 1 1
17 1 1
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
19 1 1 1
20 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 1 1 1 1
HORIZONTAL AXIS :1,2,...,20 PARTS
VERTICAL AXIS :1,2,...,23 MACHINESTABLE 7.
MACHINE-PART LOAD MATRIX FOR THE 23 MACHINE 20 PART PROBLEM (ORIGINAL)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
11.45 1.392.112.042.50 3.91 2.882.152.761.40 2.391.84
2 1.48 2.12 2.303.09 3.76
30.94 2.16 3.82 1.692.081.60
4 2.50 3.09
5 2.56 2.96 1.85 1.48 1.94
6 2.10 1.99
7 2.981.52 1.92 2.903.621.96 1.172.04
8 2.21 2.54
9 1.51
101.03 3.191.85 2.82 3.883.47 2.25
111.23 2.18 1.93 2.17
12 2.14 2.74 1.811.86 1.91
13 2.16 2.102.24 1.63
14 2.88 1.84
151.483.192.38 2.342.72 3.53 2.442.421.65 1.452.04 2.14
16 3.76 2.53 2.95 1.35
17 3.61 2.40
18 1.67 3.04 3.313.08 2.251.841.22
19 3.46 1.47 1.45
20 2.463.15 1.25
211.52 2.47 2.94 1.61
221.49 1.513.29 3.00 3.302.642.52 1.761.76 1.94
231.28 3.40 2.14 1.64
HORIZONTAL AXIS :1,2,..,20PARTS
VERTICAL AXIS :1,2,..,23MACHINES59
numbers. The machine-part load matrix so generated is
shown in Table 7.
The processing time was calculated from the setup
time, run time and the demand volume of the part. A
range from 1 min to 10 min was assumed for the setup
time, 0.10 to 1.00 min for the run time and from 100
units to 450 units for the daily demand volume.
Apart from the processing times, other data such as
the incremental cost of subcontracting a unit of
bottleneck part and average cost per unit of machining
time were also generated using random numbers using
ranges of [0.10 to 1.00] and [$20.00 to $50.00],
respectively. The intercellular distance was assumed
equal to one unit, the cost of moving a unit load equal
to $1.00 per unit load moved per unit distance, and the
size of the unit load equal to 50 units.
Two different machine-part groupings consisting of 2
cells were formed by Kumar et. al.[1986]. The first,
shown in Table 8, is referred to as Algorithm 1 and the
second shown in Table 9 is referred to as Algorithm 2.
Comparing the data in Tables 8 and 9 with those in
Table 6, we find that there are 15 parts and 14 ma-
chines that are bottleneck.
A unique feature of the machine-part assignments
obtained for this problem is that some parts assigned
to the same cell have an operation on one common
bottleneck machine. This would help to illustrate theTABLE 8.
MACHINE-PART ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE 23 MACHINE 20 PART PROBLEM (ALGORITHM 1)
Cl
2 7 10 11 16 17 19 1 3 4 5 6 8 9 12 13 14 15 1820
4 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1
9 1
13 1 1 1 1
14 1 1
16 1 1 1 1
17 1 1
19 1 1 1
20 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 1 1 1 1
C2
HORIZONTAL AXIS :1,2,..,20 PARTS
VERTICAL AXIS :1,2,..,23 MACHINESTABLE 9.
MACHINE-PART ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE 23 MACHINE 20 PART PROBLEM (ALGORITHM 2)
Cl
2 7 10 11 16 17 19 1 3 4 5 6 8 9 12 13 14 15 1820
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1
9 1
13 1 1 1 1
14 1 1
17 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
16 1 1 1 1
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
19 1 1 1
20 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 1 1 1 1
C2
HORIZONTAL AXIS :1,2,.., 20 PARTS
VERTICAL AXIS :1,2,.., 23 MACHINES62
role of the adjustment in the computation. For example,
in Table 8 we find that parts 8, 14 and 20 are
bottleneck and are in the same cell, i.e., cell 2.
These three parts have a common operation on bottleneck
machine 16.
The results for this problem (Algorithm 1) obtained
with an unlimited budget is shown in Table Al of
Appendix A. For computational purposes an unlimited
budget is equivalent to considering a very large value
of (say), $1,000,000.00. The total expenses for this
configuration is found to be $336,826.45 giving a net
savings of $425,766.06. The initial configuration shows
that bottleneck parts (using revised numbers)
1,2,3,4,5,8,11,13 and 15 require subcontracting and
bottleneck parts 6,7,9,10,12,14 require machines
connected to them be duplicated. The configuration that
gives the best net savings of $426,729.31 is found to
be the third entry into the IL. This configuration has
bottleneck parts 1,3,5,8,11 and 15 requiring
subcontracting and the rest requiring duplication.
Notice that parts 2,4 and 13 which originally required
subcontracting now require the machines connected to
them be duplicated to achieve the maximum savings.
From the initial configuration and the knowledge of
which parts require their machines to be duplicated and
which require subcontracting the total cost associated
with both duplication and subcontracting is estimated.63
This is the amount of money that the firm needs to
spend in order to obtain the initial configuration and
may be thought of as an initial budgetary limit. Since
the total expenses for the initial configuration is
$336,826.45, it is used as a basis for deciding
appropriate budgetary limits so that the search process
would evaluate different solutions for different
budgetary limitations.
Therefore, the heuristic is tested with budgetary
limits of $300,000, $200,000, $175,000, $165,000,
$150,000, $145,000, $135,000, $125,000, $115,000,
$100,000, $75,000, $65,000, $50,000, $35,000 and
$25,000 and the results are reported in Appendix A2 to
A16.
The best solution, providing the maximum savings in
cost is identified from the entries into the IL. When a
budgetary limit of $300,000, $200,000, $175,000,
$165,000, $135,000 and $115,000 were considered, the
configuration that provided the greatest savings was
the second entry into the IL. With an unlimited budget,
$150,000 and $65,000 the configuration was the third
entry into the IL. Finally, with $145,000, $125,000,
$100,000, 75,000, $50,000, $35,000 and $25,000 it was
the fourth, fifth, 18th, 7th, 6th, 5th and 13th,
respectively. All of this shows that the search is able
to identify the configuration providing the most
savings within a very few entries into the IL.64
The heuristic is now applied to the machine-part
incidence matrix of Algorithm 2. Though the number of
parts and machines remain the same, a different machine
cell configuration results in only 9 bottleneck parts
and 11 botleneck machines. A similar procedure as
adopted for Algorithm 1 is used for testing Algorithm
2. The results are reported in Appendix A from Tables
A17 to A32.
With the heuristic performing very efficiently and
giving promising results to two variations of the same
problem (Algorithms 1 and 2) and to the sample problem
considered earlier, it is applied to a large industry
sized problem having 810 parts and 62 machines.65
Actual Problem - An Industry Example.
After testing the heuristic algorithm on two different
problems, it was used to solve a real problem encountered in
the industry. This would be the ultimate test for the
heuristic because it is now used to determine whether or not
real savings in cost can be realized by applying it to the
manufacturing floor of an industry engaged in batch
production of parts. Freightliner Corporation, Portland, OR,
was the industrial partner in this research and hence data
pertaining to its truck manufacturing operations were used
to test the heuristic algorithm.
The manufacturing system used a total of 62 different
machines to produce 810 different parts. The part machine
assignments to the 12 different manufacturing cells obtained
from an earlier study by Logendran et.al [1991] are
presented in Table B1 of Appendix B.
A total of 58 machines of the manufacturing system were
considered in the analysis. Of the 62 machines, 52 were
found to be bottleneck based upon the data of Table Bl.
These machines were given revised machine numbers for
convenience as shown in Table B2 of Appendix B.
Additionally, a total of 810 parts were processed on
the shop floor out of which 627 were found to be bottleneck
parts. These bottleneck parts were given revised part
numbers for convenience, as shown in Table B3 of Appendix B.66
The amortized cost of machines was calculated from
information given for the purchase cost of the machine, the
useful life of the machine and the internal rate of return.
A 17% rate of return is assumed in this case. The purchase
cost varied from $5,000.00 to $1,450,000.00 and the useful
life from 3 to 15 years. The values evaluated are shown in
Table B4 of Appendix B.
The average cost per unit of machining time,
representative of the total cost incurred in operating a
particular machine type to produce a part, is presented in
Table B5 of Appendix B. This data is obtained from the
company. Two or more operators are sometimes required to
perform some of the operations on parts. In such instances,
the cost is adjusted to reflect the labor cost incurred due
to including an additional operator(s). In this case the
cost is multiplied by two if two operators are required and
by three if three operators are required.
The part-routing for the parts is shown in Table B6 of
Appendix B. It describes the order and machine type on which
a part's operation is scheduled to be performed. For
example, Part 1 has its first operation on machine type S01,
the second on NO3, the third on U08 and so on. This routing
list was also provided by the company. Actual operations
were not performed on 4 out of the 62 machines but they
provided additional information about the operation
performed on a previous machine. These machines are
indicated as PSPA, PSHA, PSLA and 0/P. PSPA, PSHA and PSLA67
occurring after a machine in the part-routing matrix (Table
B6 of Appendix B) indicate that an additional operator is
required for performing the operation on the current
machine. For example, if PSLA follows SO1 in the routing
chart and if SO1 originally required one operator, it would
now require two operators. This has the effect of increasing
the machining cost of a part and is appropriately considered
in the study. 0/P indicates outside processing and
represents the amount of time a particular part spends
outside of the shop. This is similar to a lead time for a
part and is excluded. Hence, 58 of the 62 machines and 810
parts are considered in the part-machine grouping analysis.
The demand volume for each part over a period of 6.5
months is provided in the part-routing table obtained from
Freightliner Corporation. Based on these values, suitable
projections were estimated for the annual demand volume of
parts. The daily demand volume for the 627 bottleneck parts
is shown in Table B7. The data shown is for only a fraction
of the 627 parts due to paucity of space.
The processing times were calculated from the setup and
run times for each operation of the part. Firstly, the setup
time is divided by the monthly demand to give the setup time
per unit of demand. The monthly demand is used here as the
lot size since the demand for an entire month is procesed in
one setup of the machines. This is then added to the run
time and multiplied with the annual demand volume to get the
total processing time for the entire part volume that is68
processed. Table B8 contains the processing times for all
the operations of bottleneck parts.
The data pertaining to the incremental cost of
subcontracting a unit of bottleneck part was also obtained
from the company and are shown in Table B9 of Appendix B.
Figure 3 in Appendix B illustrates the layout of cells
in the manufacturing system. It consists of a linear double-
row cellular layout consisting of 6 cells in one row and the
rest in the second row. In a linear double-row layout any
two adjacent manufacturing cells are separated by a unit
distance.
The heuristic is tested for the unlimited budget case
and with budgetary limits of $200,000 and $100,000. The
unlimited budget case gave an initial total expense of
396,602.19 with a net saving of $775,689.81. This is a very
reasonable saving for a large manufacturing organization
like that of Freightliner Corp.
For the case of unlimited budget, the entry that gave
the maximum net savings was the second entry into the IL and
it had a net savings of $993,316.02. In this configuration
there were a total of 35 parts that changed from an initial
configuration of subcontracting to duplication. This is
because of the adjustment which gets added to the savings
obtained due to duplication whenever two or more parts share
a common machine in a cell other than their own cell
assignment. The results obtained for three different
budgetary limitations is presented in Tables B10 through69
B15. The results which show the inital entry and the best
entry into the Index List for each budgetary limitation
considered.70
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A model and a solution algorithm have been developed
for effectively designing disaggregated manufacturing cells,
while simultaneously dealing with the issues of duplicating
bottleneck machines and subcontracting bottleneck parts.
Previous research had only considered one of the above
factors but not both. This research is an important and
logical extension of previous research, while incorporating
the constraints encountered in the real world.
The heuristic was tested on three different problem
structures to test its performance. The first problem
considered was a 5-machine 7-part problem. In this case
there were 5 bottleneck parts with 2 parts requiring
subcontracting and 3 parts requiring duplicating bottleneck
machines connected to them. The best configuration obtained
required one part to be subcontracted and bottleneck
machines connected to the remaining 4 parts to be
duplicated. It was also found to be the second entry into
the Index List. This shows that the search is capable of
finding the optimal/near optimal solution providing the
greatest savings in cost within a short search span.
The heuristic was also tested on two other problem
structures, one having 20 parts and 23 machines and another
having 810 parts and 62 machines. The results obtained from
these further confirmed the fact that the heuristic is71
efficient in determining the best disaggregated arrangement
in cellular manufacturing systems. The three problem
structures cover a wide range of possible problems, thus
proving the functionality of the algorithm in practice.
The above research can be further extended to
investigate the effect of certain other parameters on the
development of the model and the solution technique. One
potential area could be the effect of the location of the
different cells in the overall cellular layout. Currently,
the position of each of the cells is fixed with relation to
other cells. This means that cell 2(C2) is adjacent to
cells Cl, C3 and C8 only as shown in Figure 3 (Appendix B).
Making this assumption could lead to finding a disaggregated
layout for manufacturing cells that may not necessarily be
the best. The location of each cell with respect to others
can therefore, have an impact on the savings achieved.
Furthermore, the linear double-row layout can be extended to
incorporate different layouts of manufacturing cells such as
a three-row layout, circular layout etc.
Another area of extension of the above research is in
group scheduling. Once disaggregated manufacturing cells are
determined, the problem of sequencing parts in a part family
(group) and part families should be dealt with at two
different levels in order to either minimize or maximize
some measure of effectiveness. This problem is generally
known as group scheduling. At level 1, the sequence of parts
in a part family should be determined. At level 2, the72
sequence of all part families assigned to a manufacturing
cell should be determined.73
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APPENDIX A79
TABLE Al.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGET IS UNLIMITED
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121 121212 425766.00 0.00 425766.06
2 212121121 111112 423021.944075.00 427096.94 13
3 212121121 121121 423604.313125.00 426729.31 7
4 212221121 111112 423272.003445.00 426717.00 11
5 212221121 111212 424012.382555.00 426567.38 7
6 222121121 11111.2 424193.252470.00 426663.25 13
7 222121121 121112 424775.631520.00 426295.63 7
8 212121121 112212 423204.563185.00 426389.56 11
9 212221221 121112 423805.442495.00 426300.44 13
10 222221121 111112 424443.311840.00 426283.31 7
11 222122121 121112 423901.631520.00 425421.63 4
12 222122121 121212 424642.00 630.00 425272.00 7
13222221221 111212 425134.75950.00 426084.75 11
14212221121 112212 423454.632555.00 426009.63
15 222121121 112212 424375.881580.00 425955.88 4
16 212121121 112112 422464.193185.00 425649.19 7
17 212221121 112112 422714.252555.00 425269.25 11
18 222121121 112112 423635.501580.00 425215.50 7
19 222122121 122212 424084.25 630.00 424714.25 7
20 222122121 111112 423319.251520.00 424839.25 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.80
TABLE A2.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$300,000.00
# PARTS i PROFITS
i
123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212`305170.44 0.00 305170.44 --
2 212121121111112 423021.944075.00 427096.9413
3 212121121112212 423204.563185.00 426389.56 7
4 212221121111112 423272.003445.00 426717.0013
5 212121121111012 419679.753185.00 422864.75 7
6 212121121121112 423604.313125.00 426729.3113
7 212121121112112 422464.193185.00 425649.19 7
8 212221121121112 423854.382495.00 426349.3812
9 222121121111112 424193.252470.00 426663.2511
10222121121111212 424933.631580.00 426513.6312
11212121121111122 421377.884075.00 425452.8811
12212121121111222 422118.253185.00 425303.25 7
13212221121111122 421627.943445.00 425072.9413
14212121121112222 421560.503185.00 424745.5011
15212121121112122 420820.133185.00 424005.13 7
16212221121112112 422714.252555.00 425269.2514
17222221121111112 424443.311840.00 426283.3112
18212221121111012 419929.812555.00 422484.81 2
19222121121111012 420851.001580.00 422431.0011
20212121121112012 419122.003185.00 422307.00 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.81
TABLE A3.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$200,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
,
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212 -694829.56 0.00 -694829.56 --
2 212121121111112 423021.944075.00 427096.94 3
3 202121121111112 420108.562470.00 422578.56 13
4 212121121101112 418366.503125.00 421491.50 2
5 202121121112012 416208.631580.00 417788.63 11
6 212121.121110112 417791.193185.00 420976.19 13
7 202121121102112 414895.38 630.00 415525.38 12
8 212021121111112 409906.253445.00 413351.25 2
9 212121121111111 408271.565015.00 413286.56 12
10212121121111110 405086.814075.00 409161.81 14
11212121121111011 404929.344125.00 409054.34 15
12202121121111111 405358.193410.00 408768.19 12
13202121121111110 402173.442470.00 404643.44 14
14202121121111011 402015.972520.00 404535.97 15
15202121121111022 415122.251580.00 416702.25 15
16212121121110022 412804.883185.00 415989.88 2
17212121121101022 413380.192235.00 415615.19 12
182021211211o 1122 413809.001520.00 415329.00 13
19212021121110112 404675.502555.00 407230.50 2
20202021121111012 403650.69 950.00 404600.69 14
# :Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.82
TABLE A4.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$175,000.00
PARTS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($)
_PROFITS
ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212 -944829.56 0.00 -944829.56***
2 211121121111112 398294.564075.00 402369.56 13
3 211121121111012 394952.313185.00 398137.31 12
4 211121121111122 396650.444075.00 400725.44 13
5 201121121111112 395381.192470.00 397851.19 14
6 211121121110212 393804.193185.00 396989.19 2
7 211121121112022 392750.503185.00 395935.50 12
8 201121121112112 394823.441580.00 396403.44 14
9 201121121111012 392038.941580.00 393618.94 12
10 211121121110012 389721.563185.00 392906.56 11
11 201121121211012 389952.631580.00 391532.63 12
12 211121121101112 393639.063125.00 396764.06 13
13 211121121101122 391995.003125.00 395120.00 12
14 211121121102012 389739.132235.00 391974.13 14
15 201121121101112 390725.691520.00 392245.69 12
16 211121121101212 394379.442235.00 396614.44 2
17 211121121100012 385066.132235.00 387301.13 14
18 201121121110112 390150.441580.00 391730.44 13
19 211021121111112 385178.883445.00 388623.88 2
20 211021121111012 381836.692555.00 384391.69 2
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.83
TABLE A5.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$165,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212 -1044829.56 0.00-1044829.56 --
2 211121121111112 398294.564075.00 402369.56 5
3 201121121111112 395381.192470.00 397851.1912
4 211121121111022 393308.253185.00 396493.25 2
5 211121121110112 393063.813185.00 396248.8114
6 201121121111012 392038.941580.00 393618.9412
7 211121121101112 393639.063125.00 396764.0613
8 201121121101112 390725.691520.00 392245.6912
9 211121121101122 391995.003125.00 395120.00 2
10 201121121112022 389227.131580.00 390807.1311
11 201121121110112 390150.441580.00 391730.4414
12211121121100112 388408.312235.00 390643.31 2
13 211121121100012 385066.132235.00 387301.1314
14201121121100212 386235.31 630.00 386865.3113
15211021121111112 385178.883445.00 388623.88 2
16211121121112112 386834.633185.00 390019.63 4
17211121121111111 383544.165015.00 388559.1612
18211121121111110 380359.414075.00 384434.4114
19201121121111111 380630.783410.00 384040.7813
20201121121111121 378986.693410.00 382396.6912
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.84
TABLE A6.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$150,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-1194829.50 0.00-1194829.50***
2 211111121111112 352017.944075.00 356092.94 13
3 201121121111012 392038.941580.00 393618.94
4 211121121110012 389721.563185.00 392906.56 2
5 211121121101012390296.882235.00 392531.88 12
6 201121121101112 390725.691520.00 392245.69 13
7 201121121110112 390150.441580.00 391730.44 11
8 201021121111112 382265.501840.00 384105.50 12
9 211021121111012 381836.692555.00 384391.69 2
10 211121121100112 388408.312235.00 390643.31 4
11 211121121111111 383544.165015.00 388559.16 11
12 211121121111011 380201.944125.00 384326.94 15
13 201121121111111 380630.783410.00 384040.78 13
14 211121121112010 376459.443185.00 379644.44 2
15 211121121110111 378313.414125.00 382438.41 13
16 201121121110111 375400.032520.00 377920.03 15
17201121121112011 376730.812520.00 379250.81 12
18 211121121101011 375546.473175.00 378721.47 12
19 211121121111020 375373.093185.00 378558.09 11
20201121121111021 375644.472520.00 378164.47 15
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.85
TABLE A7.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$145,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-1244829.50 0.00-1244829.50***
2 211111121111112 352017.944075.00 356092.94 13
3 211111121111012 348675.693185.00 351860.69 11
4 201121121110012 386808.191580.00 388388.19 2
5 201121121101012 387383.50 630.00 388013.50 12
6 201021121111012 378923.25 950.00 379873.25 11
7 211021121110012 376605.942555.00 379160.94 2
8 211121121100012 385066.132235.00 387301.13 4
9 211121121111011 380201.944125.00 384326.94 12
10 211121121111110 380359.414075.00 384434.41 13
11 201121121111111 380630.783410.00 384040.78 15
12 211121121101111 378888.694065.00 382953.69 15
13201121121101111 375975.312460.00 378435.31 13
14 201121121101021 370989.001570.00 372559.00 15
15 211121121110111 378115.284125.00 382240.28 2
16201121121110110 372215.281580.00 373795.28 13
17201121121100112 380384.94 630.00 381014.94 15
18 201021121101112 371550.00 890.00 372440.00 12
19211021121111111 369280.384385.00 373665.38 2
20 211021121111011 367086.283495.00 370581.28 15
Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.86
TABLE AB.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$135,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-1344829.50 0.00-1344829.50***
2 211111121111112 352017.944075.00 356092.94 2
3 211111121111012 348675.693185.00 351860.69 12
4 211111121111122 350373.814075.00 354448.81 13
5 201111121112112 348546.811580.00 350126.81 14
6 201111121111012 345762.311580.00 347342.31 12
7 211111121112022 346473.883185.00 349658.88 2
8 211111121110112 346787.193185.00 349972.19 14
9 201111121121012 344212.66 630.00 344842.66 12
10 211111121101112 347362.443125.00 350487.44 13
11 211111121101122 345718.383125.00 348843.38 12
12 211111121102012 343462.502235.00 345697.50 14
13 201111121101112 344449.061520.00 345969.06 12
14 201111121110212 344614.191580.00 346194.19 2
15 201111121110012 340531.561580.00 342111.56 14
16 201111121201012 339020.50 630.00 339650.50 12
17 211111121011112 336680.444075.00 340755.44 13
18 211111121011122 335036.384075.00 339111.38 12
19 211111121012012 332780.503185.00 335965.50 14
20 201111121011112 333767.062470.00 336237.06 12
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.87
TABLE A9.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$125,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212 -1444829.50 0.00-1444829.50**
2 211111121111112 352017.944075.00 356092.94 2
3 201111121112112 348546.811580.00 350126.8113
4 211111121110112 346787.193185.00 349972.19 2
5 211111121111022 347031.633185.00 350216.6312
6 201111121111122 347140.442470.00 349610.4413
7 211111121101112 347362.443125.00 350487.44 2
8 211111121101012 344020.252235.00 346255.2512
9 211111121100112 342131.692235.00 344366.6914
10 201111121110122 342229.691580.00 343809.6913
11 201111121102112 343891.31630.00 344521.3112
12 201111121111012 345762.311580.00 347342.3111
13 211111121111111 337267.535955.00 343222.5313
14 211111121111121 335623.445955.00 341578.4413
15 201111121111111 334354.164350.00 338704.1614
16 201111121112011 330454.193460.00 333914.1914
17 211111121111110 334082.784075.00 338157.7812
18 211111121111010 330740.563185.00 333925.5614
19 201111121111110 331169.412470.00 333639.4113
20 201111121111120 329525.312470.00 331995.3112
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.88
TABLE A10.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$115,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212 -1544829.50 0.00-1544829.50**
2 211111121111012 348675.693185.00 351860.69 2
3 201111121110112 343873.811580.00 345453.8113
4 211111121100112 342131.692235.00 344366.69 2
5 211111121101012 344020.252235.00 346255.2513
6 211111121111111 337267.535955.00 343222.5313
7 211111121111110 334082.784075.00 338157.78 2
8 201111121111011 331011.943460.00 334471.9415
9 211111121111021 331873.255065.00 336938.25 2
10201111121111121 330502.094350.00 334852.0915
11 211111121101111 332612.065005.00 337617.06 2
12211111121101011 329269.844115.00 333384.8412
13211111121101110 329427.313125.00 332552.3114
14211111121101010 326085.092235.00 328320.0912
15 211111121100012 338789.502235.00 341024.50 2
16211111121110111 332036.785065.00 337101.7813
17 211011121110112 333671.502555.00 336226.50 4
18 211011121111012 335560.002555.00 338115.0012
19201011121111112 335988.881840.00 337828.8813
20211011121101112 334246.752495.00 336741.7513
Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.89
TABLE All.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$100,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212 -1694829.50 0.00-1694829.50**
2 201101121101012 304399.41 630.00 305029.41 4
3 201111121110011 325781.193460.00 329241.1911
4 211111121110010 325509.813185.00 328694.8115
5 201111121111010 327827.191580.00 329407.1912
6 201111121101011 326356.472510.00 328866.4711
7 211111121101010 326085.092235.00 328320.09
8 211111121100011 324039.094115.00 328154.0915
9 201011121111011 317896.252830.00 320726.2511
10211011121111010 317624.882555.00 320179.88 2
11211011121110011 315578.884435.00 320013.8815
12 201011121110111 316007.722830.00 318837.7213
13 201111121110110 325938.661580.00 327518.66 4
14 201111121101110 326513.941520.00 328033.9412
15201111121100111 324467.942510.00 326977.9412
16201011121101111 316583.002770.00 319353.0012
17 2010111 2 1 1 11110 314203.721840.00 316043.7211
18 111111121111112 335900.005815.00 341715.00 2
19 101111121112112 332428.883320.00 335748.88 2
20111111121110112 330669.254925.00 335594.25 2
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.90
TABLE Al2.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$75,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-1944829.50 0.00-1944829.50***
2 000011121101112 277627.78 890.00 278517.78 5
3 001011121101012 297161.50 0.00 297161.50 3
4 101111121100012 311738.19 630.00 312368.19 1
5 101111121111011 314894.003460.00 318354.00 12
6 101111121111110 314143.504210.00 318353.50 13
7 101111121101111 313580.755140.00 318720.75 15
8 111111121101011 313151.914115.00 317266.91 2
9 111111121101110 309901.414865.00 314766.41 13
10 111111121100111 311263.385855.00 317118.38 15
11 101111121110111 313005.475200.00 318205.47 11
12 111111121110011 312576.635065.00 317641.63 15
13 101111121101010 307053.78 630.00 307683.78 12
14 101011121111111 305120.505460.00 310580.50 15
15 111011121101111 303378.416115.00 309493.41 2
16 111111121111010 301314.663185.00 304499.66 4
17 011111121111011 303095.665065.00 308160.66 15
18 001111121110012 298831.881580.00 300411.88 15
19 101011121100012 306642.44 0.00 306642.44 1
20 101011121111011 301778.282830.00 304608.28 12
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.91
TABLE A13.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$65,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-2044829.50 0.00-2044829.50***
2 001101121100012 263731.00 630.00 264361.00 4
3 101111121100010 301823.03 630.00 302453.03 15
4 101011121110010 293362.78 950.00 294312.78 11
5 001111121110010 291766.751580.00 293346.75
6 001111121101010 292342.03 630.00 292972.03 12
7 001011121101011 282411.091880.00 284291.09 4
8 101011121101010 292480.06 0.00 292480.06 1
9 101111121001010 291716.31 630.00 292346.31 4
10 101111121010010 291141.031580.00 292721.03 11
11 101111121000011 289670.311570.00 291240.31 11
12 101111121000110 289827.782370.00 292197.78 15
13101011121100110 291941.531740.00 293681.53 10
14101111121100100 288858.692370.00 291228.69 14
15101111121110000 290529.941580.00 292109.94 11
16 101011121110001 280598.972830.00 283428.97 15
17 101011121100011 291892.061880.00 293772.06 14
18001111121110011 282193.533460.00 285653.53 4
19101111121100001 289059.222510.00 291569.22 11
20 001111121101001 279578.222510.00 282088.22 12
# :Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.92
TABLE A14.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$50,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-2194829.50 0.00-2194829.50***
2 001001121100010 236342.19 0.00 236342.19 3
3 001011121000000 242709.59 0.00 242709.59 14
4 000011121000010 236602.23 0.00 236602.23 4
5 100011121000000 234907.38 0.00 234907.38 14
6 101011021000010 249195.08 0.00 249195.08 14
7 001111021000010 247599.05 630.00 248229.05 1
8 001011021100010 244662.81 0.00 244662.81 10
9 001111021100000 241579.91 630.00 242209.91 4
10 101111021000000 246362.19 630.00 246992.19 1
11 100111021000010 240254.84 630.00 240884.84 14
12 100011021100010 233018.59 0.00 233018.59 10
13 000111021100010 240880.59 630.00 241510.59 4
14 001011021000011 237668.13 940.00 238608.13 10'
15 001111021000001 234835.221570.00 236405.22 14
16 101011021000001 236273.25940.00 237213.25 4E
17 100011021000011 230323.91940.00 231263.91 31
18 000111021000011 228727.891570.00 230297.89 '1-
19,000111021010010 230198.611580.00 231778.61 11
20 001011021010010 239138.84950.00 240088.84 4
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.93
TABLE A15.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$35,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-2344829.50 0.00-2344829.50***
2 001101111100010 183075.692545.00 185620.69 8
3 101001111100010 178021.721915.00 179936.72 1
4 101101101100010 183277.64 630.00 183907.64 4
5 101011101000010 198019.94 0.00 198019.94 4
6 001111101000010 196423.91 630.00 197053.91 4
7 001011111000010 193767.981915.00 195682.98 4
8 101011111000000 192531.111915.00 194446.1114
9 101111101000000 195187.05 630.00 195817.05 4
10 001111111000000 190935.082545.00 193480.08 1
11001111101100000 192312.78 630.00 192942.7810
12001011101100010 192395.69 0.00 192395.6914
13000111101100010 188905.44 630.00 189535.44 3
14000011111100010 180549.521915.00 182464.52 8
15100011111000010 186423.771915.00 188338.77 1
16100111101000010 189079.70 630.00 189709.70 8
17100011101100010 180751.47 0.00 180751.4710
18101011101100000 184158.81 0.00 184158.81 3
19101111001100010 194698.28 630.00 195328.28 4
20001111011100010 194496.332545.00 197041.33 8
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.94
TABLE A16.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 1 WHEN THE BUDGETARY LIMIT IS
$25,000.00
PARTS PROFITS
# 123456789101112131415 TS ($)
_
ADJ($) Z($) TP
1 222221121121212-2444829.50 0.00-2444829.50***
2 000001101100010 135844.34 0.00 135844.3412
3 001001101000010 147612.81 0.00 147612.81 3
4 001101101000000 144779.91 630.00 145409.9114
5 001001111000000 142123.981915.00 144038.98 4
6 000001111000010 136016.641915.00 137931.64 3
7 000101101000010 138672.56 630.00 139302.56 8
8 100001101000010 140268.59 0.00 140268.59 4
9 101001101000000 146375.94 0.00 146375.9414
10100101101000000 137435.70 630.00 138065.70 3
11101001011000010 148609.471915.00 150524.4714
12101101001000010 151265.41 630.00 151895.41 4
13 001011001000010 159133.44 0.00 159133.44 4
14 001011011000000 153644.611915.00 155559.6114
15 001111001000000 156300.55 630.00 156930.55 4
16 000111011000000 144704.382545.00 147249.38 3
17 000111001000010 150193.20 630.00 150823.20 8
18 100011001000010 151789.22 0.00 151789.22 4
19 101011001000000 154946.56 0.00 154946.5614
20100111001000000 148956.33 630.00 149586.33 3
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
TP :Tabu part.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.95
TABLE A17.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS UNLIMITED
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS($) ADJ ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 275911.09 0.00 275911.09
2 212211112 274276.50 2090.00 276366.50 2
3 222221212 275379.59 0.00 275379.59 5
4 212221112 274739.78 0.00 274739.78 7
5 202221212 271294.91 0.00 271294.91 5
6 222221012 271486.59 0.00 271486.59 2
7 212211012 269852.00 2090.00 271942.00 2
8 212211111 269073.72 2090.00 271163.72 5
9 222221111 270708.31 0.00 270708.31 5
10 212211122 266279.94 2090.00 268369.94 7
11 222221122 267914.53 0.00 267914.53 5
12 212211102 263757.34 2090.00 265847.34 7
13 222221102 265391.94 0.00 265391.94 5
14 212221122 266743.22 0.00 266743.22 8
15 202221222 263298.34 0.00 263298.34 5
16 202221102 261307.25 0.00 261307.25 7
17 202221111 266623.63 0.00 266623.63 5
18 222221121 262711.75 0.00 262711.75 7
19 212211121 261077.19 2090.00 263167.19 2
20 212211101 258554.58 2090.00 260644.58 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.96
TABLE A18.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$300,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 275911.09 0.00 275911.09 --
2 212211112 274276.502090.00 276366.50 2
3 222221212 275379.59 0.00 275379.59 5
4 212221112 274739.78 0.00 274739.78 7
5 202221212 271294.91 0.00 271294.91 5
6 222221012 271486.59 0.00 271486.59 2
7 212211012 269852.002090.00 271942.00 2
8 212211111 269073.722090.00 271163.72 5
9 222221111 270708.31 0.00 270708.31 5
10 212211122 266279.942090.00 268369.94 7
11 222221122 267914.53 0.00 267914.53 5
12 212211102 263757.342090.00 265847.34 7
13 222221102 265391.94 0.00 265391.94 5
14 212221122 266743.22 0.00 266743.22 8
15 202221222 263298.34 0.00 263298.34 5
16 202221102 261307.25 0.00 261307.25 7
17 202221111 266623.63 0.00 266623.63
18 222221121 262711.75 0.00 262711.75 7
19 212211121 261077.192090.00 263167.19 2
20 212211101 258554.582090.00 260644.58 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.97
TABLE A19.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$200,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -214336.88 0.00 -214336.88 --
2 212211112 274276.502090.00 276366.50 2
3 212211012 269852.002090.00 271942.00 2
4 212211111 269073.722090.00 271163.72 7
5 212211211 268542.222090.00 270632.22 2
6 212211122 266279.942090.00 268369.94 7
7 222211102 264928.66 0.00 264928.66 7
8 202211112 271363.13 0.00 271363.13 8
9 202211111 266160.34 0.00 266160.34 7
10 2022111'22 263366.56 0.00 263366.56 9
11 202211012 266938.63 0.00 266938.63 8
12 222211011 265820.50 0.00 265820.50 2
13 212211121 261077.192090.00 263167.19 2
14 222211101 259725.88 0.00 259725.88 7
15 202221101 256104.48 0.00 256104.48 5
16 212211022 261855.442090.00 263945.44 8
17 21'2211021 256652.662090.00 258742.66 2
18 212211110 260752.032090.00 262842.03 7
19 212211210 260220.502090.00 262310.50 2
20 212211120 252755.472090.00 254845.47 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.98
TABLE A20.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$175,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -464336.88 0.00 -464336.88
2 212211112 274276.502090.00 276366.50 5
3 202211112 271363.13 0.00 271363.13 7
4 212211111 269073.722090.00 271163.72 2
5 212211012 269852.002090.00 271942.00 2
6 212211110 260752.032090.00 262842.03 7
7 212211210 260220.502090.00 262310.50 2
8 212211121 261077.192090.00 263167.19 7
9 212211102 263757.342090.00 265847.34
10 202211122 263366.56 0.00 263366.56 8
11 212211022 261855.442090.00 263945.44 2
12 212211201 258023.062090.00 260113.06 7
13 202211121 258163.80 0.00 258163.80 7
14 222211101 259725.88 0.00 259725.88 2
15 212211120 252755.472090.00 254845.47 8
16 112211112 258158.563075.00 261233.56 8
17 112211212 257627.052090.00 259717.05 2
18 112211111 252955.803075.00 256030.80 2
19 112211110 244634.093075.00 247709.09 2
20 102211112 255245.17985.00 256230.17 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.99
TABLE A21.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$165,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -564336.88 0.00 -564336.88
2 212211112 274276.502090.00 276366.50 5
3 202211112 271363.13 0.00 271363.13 7
4 212211111 269073.722090.00 271163.72 2
5 202211212 270831.63 0.00 270831.63 9
6 212211102 263757.342090.00 265847.34 7
7 212211002 259332.832090.00 261422.83 2
8 212211011 264649.222090.00 266739.22 8
9 212211101 258554.582090.00 260644.58 8
10 202211121 258163.80 0.00 258163.80 8
11 212211110 260752.032090.00 262842.03 2
12 212211010 256327.522090.00 258417.52 2
13 212211120 252755.472090.00 254845.47 7
14 202211100 247319.50 0.00 247319.50 7
15 112211112 258158.563075.00 261233.56 2
16 112211012 253734.052090.00 255824.05 2
17 112211111 252955.803075.00 256030.80 7
18 122211112 259329.84 985.00 260314.84 9
19 112211211 252424.282090.00 254514.28 2
20 112211122 250162.003075.00 253237.00 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.100
TABLE A22.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$150,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -714336.88 0.00 -714336.88 --
2 202201112 222498.44 0.00 222498.44 2
3 212211111 269073.722090.00 271163.72 7
4 212211110 260752.032090.00 262842.03 2
5 212211002 259332.832090.00 261422.83 2
6 212211101 258554.582090.00 260644.58 7
7 202211102 260843.97 0.00 260843.97 9
8 212211100 250232.882090.00 252322.88 9
9 212211201 258023.062090.00 260113.06 9
10 112211112 258158.563075.00 261233.56 2
11 112211012 253734.052090.00 255824.05 2
12 112211111 252955.803075.00 256030.80 7
13 112211122 250162.003075.00 253237.00 9
14 102211122 247248.61985.00 248233.61 8
15 112211211 252424.282090.00 254514.28 2
16 112211022 245737.482090.00 247827.48 9
17 102211022 242824.09 0.00 242824.09 8
18 012211112 243446.842090.00 245536.84 7
19 012211212 242915.332090.00 245005.33 2
20 012211111 238244.082090.00 240334.08 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.101
TABLE A23.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$145,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -764336.88 0.00 -764336.88 --
2 211211112 249549.112090.00 251639.11 2
3 201211112 246635.72 0.00 246635.72 7
4 202211111 263090.34 0.00 263090.34
5 212211011 263429.222090.00 265519.22 2
6 202211110 257838.66 0.00 257838.66 7
7 212211101 258554.582090.00 260644.58 2
8 202211002 256419.45 0.00 256419.45 9
9 112211112 .258158.563075.00 261233.56 2
10 112211111 252955.803075.00 256030.80 7
11 112211012 253734.052090.00 255824.05 9
12 112211102 247639.413075.00 250714.41 7
13 112211202 247107.892090.00 249197.89 2
14 112211121 244959.233075.00 248034.23 8
15 122211101 243607.92 985.00 244592.92 2
16 112211021 240534.722090.00 242624.72 8
17 102211022 242824.09 0.00 242824.09 9
18 012211112 243446.842090.00 245536.84 7
19 012211212 242915.332090.00 245005.33 2
20 012211111 238244.082090.00 240334.08 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.102
TABLE A24.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$135,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -864336.88 0.00 -864336.88
2 211211112 249549.112090.00 251639.11 5
3 201211112 246635.72 0.00 246635.72 7
4 211211111 244346.342090.00 246436.34 2
5 211211012 245124.592090.00 247214.59 2
6 221211111 245517.64 0.00 245517.64 7
7 211211110 236024.642090.00 238114.64 2
8 201211110 233111.25' 0.00 233111.25 7
9 211211122 241552.552090.00 243642.55 2
10 201211102 236116.56 0.00 236116.56 7
11 211211121 236349.782090.00 238439.78 8
12 221211101 234998.48 0.00 234998.48 7
13 211211120 228028.082090.00 230118.08 8
14 211211022 237128.032090.00 239218.03 8
15 202211001 251216.69 0.00 251216.69 3
16 112211112 258158.563075.00 261233.56 9
17 112211211 252424.282090.00 254514.28 2
18 112211110 244634.093075.00 247709.09 7
19 112211102 247639.413075.00 250714.41 7
20 112211101 242436.643075.00 245511.64 2
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.103
TABLE A25.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$125,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -964336.88 0.00 -964336.88 --
2 211211112 249549.112090.00 251639.11 5
3 201211112 246635.72 0.00 246635.72 7
4 211211111 244346.342090.00 246436.34 2
5 211211012 245124.592090.00 247214.59 2
6 211211121 236349.782090.00 238439.78 7
7 211211102 239029.952090.00 241119.95 9
8 201211102 236116.56 0.00 236116.56 7
9 201211121 233436.39 0.00 233436.39 8
10 211211002 234605.442090.00 236695.44 2
11 211211201 233295.672090.00 235385.67 7
12 221211001 230573.97 0.00 230573.97 2
13 211211110 236024.642090.00 238114.64 7
14 211211210 235493.132090.00 237583.13 2
15 211211120 228028.082090.00 230118.08 8
16 201211010 228686.73 0.00 228686.73 8
17 112211111 252955.803075.00 256030.80 2
18 112211110 244634.093075.00 247709.09 7
19 112211102 247639.413075.00 250714.41 2
20 102211101 239523.25985.00 240508.25 7
Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.104
TABLE A26.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$115,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -1064336.88 0.00-1064336.88***
2 211211012 245124.592090.00 247214.59 7
3 201211112 246635.72 0.00 246635.72 7
4 211211111 244346.342090.00 246436.34 2
5 211211011 239921.832090.00 242011.83 2
6 211211110 236024.642090.00 238114.64 7
7 211211210 235493.132090.00 237583.13 2
8 211211102 239029.952090.00 241119.95 9
9 201211102 236116.56 0.00 236116.56 7
10 201211202 235585.05 0.00 235585.05 9
11 111211112 233431.163075.00 236506.16 7
12 111211111 228228.393075.00 231303.39 7
13 111211012 229006.642090.00 231096.64 2
14 102211011 239139.84 0.00 239139.84 3
15 112211101 242436.643075.00 245511.64 2
16 112211100 234114.943075.00 237189.94 7
17 012211101 227724.922090.00 229814.92 9
18 012211011 233819.562090.00 235909.56 8
19 002211111 233652.66 0.00 233652.66 7
20 012211010 225497.862090.00 227587.86 2
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.105
TABLE A27.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$100,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -1214336.88 0.00-1214336.88 --
2 201211011 237008.44 0.00 237008.44 7
3 211211010 231600.132090.00 233690.13 2
4 211211101 233827.192090.00 235917.19 7
5 201211002 228044.00 0.00 228044.00 9
6 111211112 233431.163075.00 236506.16 2
7 111211111 228228.393075.00 231303.39 7
8 111211012 229006.642090.00 231096.64 9
9 111211102 222912.003075.00 225987.00 7
10 111211202 222380.482090.00 224470.48 2
11 111211121 220231.833075.00 223306.83 8
12 201211110 233111.25 0.00 233111.25 8
13 111211110 219906.693075.00 222981.69 2
14 111211010 215482.172090.00 217572.17 2
15 111211021 215807.312090.00 217897.31 9
16 211211100 225505.482090.00 227595.48 1
17 210211101 211771.272090.00 213861.27 9
18 211211011 220781.832090.00 222871.83 3
19 011211112 218719.452090.00 220809.45 7
20 011211212 218187.942090.00 220277.94 2
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.106
TABLE A28.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$75,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456 789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221 112 -1464336.88 0.00-1464336.88 --
2 211011 112 170177.052090.00 172267.05 5
3 211111 012 179626.722090.00 181716.72 4
4 201111 112 181137.86 0.00 181137.86 7
5 211111 111 178848.472090.00 180938.47 2
6 201111 211 175403.58 0.00 175403.58 7
7 211111 110 170526.772090.00 172616.77 7
8 211111 010 166102.252090.00 168192.25 2
9 211111 102 173532.082090.00 175622.08 7
10 211111 101 168329.312090.00 170419.31 7
11 201111 002 166194.19 0.00 166194.19 9
12 201011 112 167263.66 0.00 167263.66 7
13 211011 111 164974.282090.00 167064.28 2
14 111111 112 167933.283075.00 171008.28 7
15 101211 111 225315.02985.00 226300.02 4
16 111211 010 215482.172090.00 217572.17 9
17 101211 110 216993.31985.00 217978.31 7
18 111211 101 217709.233075.00 220784.23 2
19 101211 002 215574.11 0.00 215574.11 9
20 011211 002 203775.782090.00 205865.78 2
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.107
TABLE A29.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$65,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z ($) PART
1 222221112 -1564336.88 0.00-1564336.88 --
2 201011012 162839.14 0.00 162839.14 7
3 211111011 174423.952090.00 176513.95 2
4 201111111 175935.09 0.00 175935.09 9
5 211111101 168329.312090.00 170419.31 2
6 201111002 166194.19 0.00 166194.19 9
7 211011102 159657.892090.00 161747.89 7
8 211011111 164974.282090.00 167064.28 2
9 211111100 160007.612090.00 162097.61 8
10 201111100 157094.23 0.00 157094.23 7
11 201011110 153739.19 0.00 153739.19 8
12 201011211 154245.39 0.00 154245.39 9
13 201111201 164884.42 0.00 164884.42 4
14 211011101 154455.132090.00 156545.13 7
15 211011001 150030.612090.00 152120.61 9
16 201011010 149314.67 0.00 149314.67 8
17 101211001 210371.34 0.00 210371.34 9
18 011211001 198573.022090.00 200663.02 2
19 100211001 188315.42 0.00 188315.42 9
20 001211101 200084.16 0.00 200084.16 1
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.108
TABLE A30.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$50,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -1714336.88 0.00-1714336.88
2 201001110 104874.49 0.00 104874.49 9
3 211011001 146338.632090.00 148428.63 2
4 111111012 163508.772090.00 165598.77 8
5 101111112 165019.91985.00 166004.91 7
6 111111111 162730.523075.00 165805.52 2
7 101111211 159285.63 0.00 159285.63 7
8 111111110 154408.813075.00 157483.81 7
9 111111102 157414.133075.00 160489.13 2
10 101111101 149297.98985.00 150282.98 7
11 111111100 143889.663075.00 146964.66 2
12 111011112 154059.093075.00 157134.09 8
13 111011111 148856.333075.00 151931.33 7
14 111011012 149634.582090.00 151724.58 2
15 101011121 137946.39 985.00 138931.39 7
16 201011101 144949.75 0.00 144949.75 1
17 101011102 140626.56985.00 141611.56 9
18 111011101 138337.163075.00 141412.16 7
19 111011110 140534.633075.00 143609.63 8
20 101011110 137621.25985.00 138606.25 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.109
TABLE A31.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$35,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -1864336.88 0.00-1864336.88
2 101001112 99573.02985.00 100558.02 1
3 111011111 148206.333075.00 151281.33 2
4 101111011 155392.63 0.00 155392.63 4
5 101111110 151495.44985.00 152480.44 7
6 111111101 152211.363075.00 155286.36 2
7 111111100 143889.663075.00 146964.66 2
8 111011110 140534.633075.00 143609.63 7
9 111011002 138407.412090.00 140497.41 2
10 111011101 138337.163075.00 141412.16 7
11 101011102 138268.56985.00 139253.56 9
12 011011102 128828.232090.00 130918.23 2
13 001111002 135364.53 0.00 135364.53 4
14 011111011 143594.302090.00 145684.30 2
15 001111111 145105.44 0.00 145105.44 9
16 011111101 137499.642090.00 139589.64 2
17 011111100 129177.942090.00 131267.94 7
18 011011111 134144.612090.00 136234.61 9
19 001011012 132009.48 0.00 132009.48 9
20 101010112 114100.45985.00 115085.45 7
:Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.110
TABLE A32.
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ALGORITHM 2 WHEN THE BUDGET IS
$25,000.00
PARTS PROFITS TABU
# 123456789 TS ($) ADJ($) Z($) PART
1 222221112 -1964336.88 0.00-1964336.88 --
2 001011011 126806.72 0.00 126806.72 7
3 101011010 125646.73 0.00 125646.73 1
4 101111000 136551.77 0.00 136551.77 4
5 101011101 135423.78985.00 136408.78 7
6 111011001 133912.662090.00 136002.66 9
7 001111001 130161.77 0.00 130161.77 2
8 011111000 124753.442090.00 126843.44 2
9 011011100 115303.762090.00 117393.76 7
10 001011101 120712.07 0.00 120712.07 9
11 111110101 115166.093075.00 118241.09 2
12 101110010 110025.66 0.00 110025.66 9
13 111110100 106844.393075.00 109919.39 2
14 100111001 116317.55 0.00 116317.55 9
15 110011101 116281.243075.00 119356.24 2
16 110011100 107959.543075.00 111034.54 7
17 100011010 111140.81 0.00 111140.81 8
18 101011011 114818.44 0.00 114818.44 3
19 101010111 108897.68985.00 109882.68 7
20 111010110 102789.353075.00 105864.35 2
# :Serial number of the entry into the index list.
TS($) :Total savings obtained, in dollars.
ADJ($) :Value of adjustment, in dollars.
Z($) :Net savings obtained, in dollars.
NOTE: Entry in bold indicates configuration giving most savings.111
APPENDIX BTABLE Bl. MACHINE AND PART ASSIGNMENTS FOR ACTUAL INDUSTRY PROBLEM
CELL MACHINE ASSIGNMENTS PART ASSIGNMENTS
NUMBER#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
1 B06 B09 B16 N04 SO1 SO213,45,46,50,74,75,119,124,144,160,162,164,165,176-196,198-
201,203-210,212-302, 304-317,320-330,334-356,359-365,371,372,
378-394,397,398,400,401,404-426,435-442,444-448,451,452,454-
460,462,465-467,469-475,477-497,499-534,536-565,578,580,597,
611,612,622,623,628,629,642,658,674-676,694,695,701,710,711,
746,747,754,758,767,772,790,793,794
2 B02 B04 G02 J03 NO3U082,3,5-11,14-16,18-27,30-44,47-49,51-69,71-73,77-82,85,87-94,96,
99,104-111,115,116,118,122,123,127,130-141,143,145-155,158,159,
161,166-168,170-174,197,303,318,319,450,468,476,566,590,596,
654,712,756
3 B15 F06 F17N06 P18 P191,17,100,112-114,120,121,366-369,377,395,396,396,443,567-577,
579,581-589,591-595,598-610,613-621,624-627,632-641,643-653,
655-657,659-673,677-683,729
4 B14 D08 N07 P10 P14U0483,84,95,128,129,169,331-333,370,373-376,427-434,449,498,630,
631,684-693,696-700,702-709,713-728,730-745,748-753,776
5 D04N08 SO4PSHAF05 K0470,175,399,453,535,755,757,759-766,768-771,773-775,777-782,784-
789,791,792,795-810
6 K06 P07 P09 P12 P13 -- 97,103,156,157,211,358,402,403
7 CO3 C09 C17 C18 F04 GO186,98,101,102,117,125,126,142,163
8 M19M20 P06 P16 -- --4,12,28,29,463,464
9 AWFPSLAP170/PPSPA -- 357,461
10 F14 K02 K05 K14 -- -- 76,202
11 P20 U06WO1W15 -- -- 783
12 A22 B11D18 F12 -- -- --113
TABLE B2. LIST OF MACHINES AND REVISED NUMBERS
MACHINE
NUMBER
MACHINE
NAME
REVISED
NUMBER
MACHINE
NUMBER
MACHINE
NAME
REVISED
NUMBER
1 A22 1 32 M19 31
2 AWF 2 33 M20 - --
3 B02 3 34 NO3 32
4 B04 4 35 N04 33
5 B06 5 36 N06 34
6 B09 6 37 N07 35
7 B11 7 38 NO8 36
8 B14 8 39 P06 -
9 B15 9 40 P07 37
10 B16 10 41 P09 38
11 CO3 11 42 P10 - --
12 CO9 12 43 P12 39
13 C17 13 44 P13 40
14 C18 14 45 P14 41
15 D04 15 46 P16 42
16 D08 16 47 P17 43
17 D18 17 48 P18 44
18 F04 18 49 P19 -
19 F05 19 50 P20
20 F06 20 51 SO1 45
21 F12 21 52 SO2 46
22 F14 22 53 SO4 47
23 F17 23 54 U04 48
24 GO1 24 55 U06 49
25 GO2 25 56 U08 50
26 J03 26 57 WO1 51
27 K02 27 58 W15 52
28 K04 28 59 PSHA*
*not
29 K05 29 60 PSPA* used
30 K06 61 PSLA* in
31 K14 30 62 0/P* study114
TABLE B3. LIST OF BOTTLENECK PARTS AND THEIR REVISED NUMBERS
OLD NUMBERNEW NUMBEROLD NUMBERNEW NUMBEROLD NUMBERNEW NUMBER
1 1 2 2 3 3
4 4 5 5 6 6
1
99 94 100 95 101 96
102 97 103 98 104 99
105 100 106 101 107 102
325 238 326 239 327 240
328 241 329 242 330 243
331 244 332 245 333 246
427 310 428 311 429 312
430 313 431 314 432 315
433 316 434 317 435 318
568 405 569 406 570 407
571 408 572 409 5723 410
574 411 575 412 576 413
654 483 655 484 656 485
657 486 658 487 659 488
660 489 661 490 662 491
711 539 712 540 713 541
714 542 715 543 716 544
717 545 718 546 719 547
802 619 803 620 804 621
805 622 806 623 807 624
808 625 809 626 810 627
1 This table contains only a sample of the 627 parts115
TABLE B4. AMORTIZED COST OF BOTTLENECK MACHINES (NEW/REVISED NUMBERS)
MACH
-INE
COST($)MACH
-INE
COST($) MACH
-INE
COST($) MACH
-INE
COST($)
M1 6251.28 M2 1562.82 M3 21465.66 M4 15025.96
M5 21465.66 M6 19319.09 M7 21465.66 M8 1465.66
M9 21465.66M10 39282.16Mll 12747.36M12 10962.73
M1316571.57M14 10197.89M15 2146.57M16 9444.89
M17 4293.13M18 21270.91M19 7693.75M20 13577.21
M21 6788.60M22 2262.87M23 11314.34M24 4525.74
M25 4525.74M26 34876.78M27 3059.37M28 30338.72
M29 2039.58M30 14022.10M31 13094.05M32 5608.84
M33 3824.21M34107332.79M35269224.28M36 20395.78
M3792032.83M38 45114.87M39 34747.09M40 25168.16
M4181852.87M42 10705.86M43 16340.52M44261072.72
M45 9766.75M46 17843.10M47 18782.21M48 4688.46
M49.4688.46M50 4688.46M51 9376.92M52 9376.92116
TABLE B5. AVERAGE COST PER UNIT FOR TIME USED ON ALL MACHINES
(USING OLD MACHINE NUMBERS)
MACHINER($)MACHINER($)MACHINER($)MACHINER($)
M1 120.0 M2 25.64 M3 21.93 M4 28.09
M5 25.85 M6 24.80 M7 23.50 M8 28.96
M9 28.23 M10 27.47 Mll 21.74 M12 28.59
M13 27.10 M14 25.14 M15 23.04 M16 20.15
M17 20.91 M18 23.64 M19 21.47 M20 21.66
M21 29.88 M22 24.46 M23 21.19 M24 20.05
M25 20.09 M26 23.78 M27 25.32 M28 25.71
M29 26.02 M30 26.07 M31 21.66 M32 26.63
M33 24.51 M34 47.04 M35 41.14 M36 52.16
M37 27.83 M38 28.03 M39 25.20 M40 23.02
M41 28.76 M42 27.27 M43 29.56 M44 58.52
M45 25.39 M46 21.42 M47 24.62 M48 22.35
M49 28.62 M50 22.10 M51 27.80 M52 28.44
M53 29.97 M54 30.00 M55 26.11 M56 47.84
M57 22.66 M58 22.97117
TABLE B6. PART ROUTING FOR BOTTLENECK PARTS
OLD
PART
NUMBER
OPERATION NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 SO1 NO3 U08 B15 F17
2 SO1 NO3 NO3 SO2 U08 B02
3 P16 NO3 NO3 P17 0/P
1
98 C17 GO1 NO3 PSPA
99 SO2 NO3 U08 B02 P13 F17
100 P18 NO3 P19 F06
149 C18 NO3 U08 F17
150 C18 NO3 U08 F17
151 SO1 NO3 NO3 NO3 PSLA B04
542 N04 PSHA B04 F17
543 N04 PSHA B04 F17
544 SO2 N04 B09 J03
618 N07 B09
619 N07 B09
620 N07 B16
763 SO2 N08
764 SO2 N08 SO1
765 SO2 N08 B02
802 N08 B06
803 N08 B09
804 SO1 N08 SO1
1 This table contains only a sample of the 627 bottleneck parts118
TABLE B7.DAILY DEMAND VOLUME FOR BOTTLENECK PARTS
NEW
PART
NUMBER
DAILY
DEMAND
VOLUME
NEW
PART
NUMBER
DAILY
DEMAND
VOLUME
NEW
PART
NUMBER
DAILY
DEMAND
VOLUME
NEW
PART
NUMBER
DAILY
DEMAND
VOLUME
1 17 2 9 3 39 4 39
5 340 6 15 7 995 8 2
....1
9 42 10 4 11 17 12 2
13 2 14 4 15 7 16 7
17 7 18 92 19 50 20 277
21 327 22 18 23 260 24 55
25 48 26 96 27 26 28 209
29 98 30 1333 31 7 32 1060
33 1540 34 13 35 153 36 2
37 3295 38 1650 39 7 40 7
41 7 42 4 43 4 44 7
45 683 46 55 47 700 48 55
49. 9 50 35 51 20 52 4
53 20 54 2 55 1427 56 574
57 1785 58 31 59 7 60 4
61 20 62 8188 63 22 64 9
65 563 66 2 67 991 68 3358
69 4 70 4 71 73 72 37
73 17 74 46 75 183 76 162
77 131 78 190 79 59 80 35
81 9 82 22 83 50 84 48
85 50 86 48 87 175 88 11
89 18 90 6 91 6 92 22
93 15 94 6 95 37 96 137
97 2 98 18 99 9 100 314
101 6 102 2 103 18 104 222
1 This table contains only a sample of the 627 bottleneck parts119
TABLE B8. PROCESSING TIMES FOR BOTTLENECK PARTS ON ALL MACHINES
VISITED
PROCESSING TIME ON OPERATION NUMBER
PART
NUMBER1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 3.9223.94 5.5523.54 7.94
2 14.6444.0343.8314.74 10.3143.58
3 20.0410.1010.1610.20
4 31.0410.1010.1616.16
5 0.86 0.38 0.53 0.42 1.55 1.55 1.55
6 29.50 9.1726.3026.4039.30 0.30
7 0.33 0.69 0.69 0.29 0.26 0.30
8 198.0066.00196.00196.045.70198.00
9 5.18 10.2810.08 2.37
10 16.8 32.698.5022.95 98
11 7.8023.9523.54 5.5523.40
12 133.2156.445.45130.48
13 130.48156.4097.89195.30130.96
14 100.749.2533.0423.0569.1516.00 5.00
15 56.9128.3619.1113.15 39.958.77
16 59.9619.17 39.919.1119.1113.20 37.7
17 37.2455.9119.57
18 3.4 2.72 2.42 1.19 1.65
19 2.85 8.20 8.25 8.60 2.90
20 1.47 0.43 1.29 1.45 0.80 1.79 1.80
21 7.3222.1723.86
22 1.36 2.40 1.85
23 2.23 5.87 1.80
24 3.11 15.50
25 1.71 4.76
26 9.50 7.6 15.6 38.5
27 2.93 1.03 2.4612.20
1 This table contains only a sample of the 627 bottleneck parts120
TABLE B9. INCREMENTAL COST OF SUBCONTRACTING A UNIT OF BOTTLENECK PART
OLD NUMBER COST($) OLD NUMBER COST($) OLD NUMBER COST($)
1 1.80 2 4.80 3 3.60
4 4.50 5 0.90 6 1.80
1
99 1.09 100 23.40 101 0.90
102 4.80 103 6.60 104 11.70
105 1.38 106 10.02 107 1.50
325 15.00 326 1.08 327 5.10
328 4.50 329 1.59 330 4.50
331 16.00 332 16.00 333 4.50
427 8.61 428 6.52 429 1.61
430 8.70 431 1.20 432 1.20
433 2.10 434 2.10 435 12.90
568 1.65 569 2.56 570 6.30
571 1.52 572 7.25 5723 5.50
574 4.38 575 0.84 576 6.60
654 1.51 655 1.51 656 0.50
657 0.58 658 0.58 659 1.42
660 0.51 661 1.44 662 1.44
711 7.90 712 3.60 713 7.80
714 1.34 715 0.77 716 1.36
717 1.36 718 1.93 719 1.93
802 0.71 803 0.72 804 0.62
805 6.03 806 0.45 807 1.17
808 0.15 809 8.10 810 1.20
1 This table contains only a sample of the 627 partsCl
Figure 3. Linear double-row cellular layout for actual industry problem
Cl
C2
CO
C3
C9
C4 C5
C11
C6
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: I
2
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345
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D
8
'ID'
910
D
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12
D
1314
":
15161718
: D
19
'
20
1 222222022 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
2 222222222 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
3 222202222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 202222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 222222222 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2
6 2222002 22 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
7 2200222 22 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2
8 220222222 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2
9 022022222 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2
10122222222 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
11200022000 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2
12222222222 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0
13000222202 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
14222222222 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0
15222022000 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2
160 00202222 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
17222222222 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2
180020020002 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2
19222200022 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
20202202022 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
21222202200 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2
22222222 222 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
23000022222 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
2402200 0000 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
25000000002 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2
26200000022 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
27222200000 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
280 02000002 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
29022200000 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
302 20000022 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
31020002200 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
320
.
0202
.:.
02
:1 2345
:
67
0
8
'0'
910
P
11
:
12
0
13
'
14
"0:
15161718
: II
1920
1 122222022 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0
2 222222222 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
3 2 22202 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 202222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 222222222 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
6 2 2220022 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
7 220022222 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2
8 2202222220 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2
9 1220222220 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2
10122222222 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
11200022000 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2
12222222222 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0
13000222202 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
14222222222 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0
15222 022000 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2
16000202222 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
17222222222 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2
18002002000 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2
19222200022 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
20202 202022 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
21222212211 0 2 2 0 0 2 1 0 2 2 2
22221112 211 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 2 1 1
23000022222 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
24022011100 2 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
25010001002 2 1 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 2 2
26210000022 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
27222200000 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
2800200000 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
29022200000 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
30220000022 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
31020002200 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
320020202124
TABLE B12. RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ACTUAL INDUSTRY PROBLEM WHEN THE
BUDGETARY LIMIT IS $200,000.00, FIRST ENTRY
123456 78910
r
11121314151617181920
1 222 2220
,
22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
2 222 2222 22 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
3 222 2022 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 202 2222 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 222 2 2 22 22 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2
6 22 220 02 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
7 22 00222 22 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2
8 22 0222 222 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2
9 02 2022 222 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2
1012 2222 222 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
1120 0022 000 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2
1222222 2222 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0
130 0022 2202 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
14 22 2 22 2222 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0
15 22202 200 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2
160 002 02222 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
1722 222 2222 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2
180 020 02000 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2
1922 22 00 022 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
202 022 02022 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
212 222 0 2200 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2
22 2 222 22222 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
23 000 022 222 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
24 022 000 00 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
25 000 000 002 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2
262 00 0 00 022 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
27 222 20 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
28 002 00000 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
29 022 20000 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
3022 0000 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
3102 000220 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
32002 0202
NET SAVINGS = -1190332.00
TABU PART =
CL ENTRY = 1125
TABLE B13. RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ACTUAL INDUSTRY PROBLEM WHEN THE
BUDGETARY LIMIT IS $200,000.00, BEST ENTRY
1 2 34 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617181920
1 1222 22 022 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0
2 2 222 22 22 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
3 222 20 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 2 0 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
6 222 20 022 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
7 220022222 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2
8 2 202 2 22 22 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2
9 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2
10 1 2 2 2 2 2 12 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
11 2 000 22 00 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2
12222222222 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0
13000 22 2102 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
14 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0
15 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2
16 0 0 020 222 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
17222222222 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2
180020 020 00 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2
19 2 2 2 2 00 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
20 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
21 222202 2 11 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2
22222 222 211 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 2 1 1
230 00 022 222 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
24 0 2 2 00 0 00 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
25 0 0 000 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2
2620 000 002 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
272 2 22 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
28 0 0 2 0 000 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
29 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
30 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
310200022 00 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
32 0 02 02 02
NET SAVINGS=457624.97
TABU PART =408
CL ENTRY =93126
TABLE B14. RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ACTUAL INDUSTRY PROBLEM WHEN THE
BUDGETARY LIMIT IS $100,000.00, FIRST ENTRY
1 2 345 67 8 91011121314151617181920
1 22 2222 022 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
2 2 22222222 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
3 2 2220222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 2 0 2 22 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 22222 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2
6 2 2 2 2 0 022 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
7 2 2002222 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2
8 22 02222 22 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2
9 022 0222 22 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2
10 1 2 2 22 22 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
112 0 0 0 22 00 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2
1222222222 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0
13000222202 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
142 22222 222 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0
15 2 22 02 2 00 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2
16 00 0 20 2 2 22 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
172 22222 222 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2
180020020002 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2
1922220 0022 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
2020 2 20 20 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
2122 2 2 022 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2
22 22222 222 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
2300002 2222 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
24022 000000 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
250 0 0 000 00 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2
262 0 0 00 0 0 22 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
272222 000 00 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
28002 000 002 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
2902 220 000 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
30 2 2 0 0 0 00 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
31 0 2 0 0 02 20 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
32 00 2 02 02
NET SAVINGS
TABU PART
CL ENTRY
=-2190332.00
= ---
= 1127
TABLE B15. RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ACTUAL INDUSTRY PROBLEM WHEN THE
BUDGETARY LIMIT IS $100,000.00, BEST ENTRY
1 234 5 67891011121314151617181920
1 2 22222_ 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
2 2 222 222 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
3 2 22 2022 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 20 2222 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 22 2222 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
6 22 2200222 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
7 22002 2 222 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2
8 22 022 2222 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2
12 2022222 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2
1012222 2222 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
11200 0220 00 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2
122 22 22222 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0
1300 02222 02 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
142 22 22222 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0
15222 022 000 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2
1600 02022 22 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
17222
,
222 222 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2
18002002000 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2
1922 22 00022 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
20202202022 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
212 222 02 200 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2
222 222 22211 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
230 00 022222 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
24022 00000 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
25000 000 002 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2
26200000022 2 2 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
2722 220 0000 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
280 0200 0 002 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
2902 220 0 000 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
30 22 000 002 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
3102 0 00 22 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
320 0202 02
NET SAVINGS =395432.65
TABU PART =95
CL ENTRY =15